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G The BG News
Friday, December 4, 1992

Weather

Bowling Green, Ohio

Council approves plan Deficit could
Staff members may receive salary adjustments
prompt further
spending cuts

by Julie Tagllalerro
administration reporter

It's snow joke:
Friday, snow likely. Some
accumulations possible.
High in the mid-30s. Southwest winds becoming west
10 to 20 mph. Chance of precipitation is 60 percent. Friday night, cloudy. Scattered
snow flurries. Low near 20.
Chance of precipitation is 50
percent.

Inside The News
Santa's coming and so's
the tax man:
Employers are making a
list and checking it twice,
and if you're on it, you'll be
paying one-half percent of
your paycheck into the
Bowling Green School District coffers next year.
Q Page five.

Outside Campus
Cream of cocaine?:
NAPOLEON -- The Campbell Soup Co. has suspended
25 processing plant employees for drug-related violations.
Company spokesman
Scott Rombach said Thursday more suspensions were
possible. He said he didn't
know if any of the employees would be fired.
Campbell began the investigation after employees
told the company that some
workers at the plant in this
northwest Ohio city were using and selling drugs.
Rombach said a private
security company was hired
to investigate. A drug task
force from Henry and Fulton counties are involved in
the investigation, and charges may be pending against
some of the workers.
He said this is the first
time there has been a drugrelated investigation at the
plant, which makes soup,
vegetable juices and frozen
dinners for the Camden,
N.J.-based company.
The plant employs about
2,800 people. Rombach said
the company is serious
about keeping drugs out of
the workplace.
"Campbell is dedicated to
maintaining a safe working
environment for its employees," he said.

Must have been Kelly:
Actress Shannen Doherty
best known for her role as
"Brenda" on the Fox series
"Beverly Hills 90210," was
cited and released on a misdemeanor battery charge
Wednesday after becoming
involved in a scuffle at
L.A.'s Roxbury club.
Doherty, 21, became involved in a shoving match
with another woman outside
the club. There were no injuries and her arraignment
date is set for Dec. 22.

Lottery
CLEVELAND - Here are
Thursday night's Ohio Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 1-5-8
Pick 4 Numbers: 4-6-5-7
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$12 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Volume 75, Issue 69

Administrative Staff Council
approved a proposal Thursday
requesting that salary enhancements be given to administrative
staff members when there is a
significant increase in the job responsibilities they undertake.
According to Norma Stickler,
chairwoman of the council's personnel welfare committee, staff
members have been asked to
take on extra responsibilities as a
result of the layoffs of others.
When this occurs, some have
requested promotions that have
been denied, Stickler said. Often,
she said, this is because although
the number of responsiblities
may have increased, the title of
the position did not. Therefore,
the assertion was that the employee had not been promoted
and did not deserve a salary adjustment.
"Whether the title [of the posi-

bility. It requests that if these
additional tasks alter staff members' positions, the members
should be considered for a promotion and salary adjustment.
In related news, council member Marilyn Braatz announced
that University President Paul
Olscamp said Wednesday in a
meeting with faculty members
that he was proposing that salary
increases occur next semester.
Norma Stickler,
The University Board of
chairwoman of the ASC
Trustees is scheduled to vote on
the salary proposal next week.
personnel welfare
committee According to Ann Bowers,
chairwoman of Administrative
Staff Council, the range of the
tion] changed or not, if the em- proposed increase has been said
ployee took on extra significant to be between 3 and 5 percent.
responsibilities and there was a
change in the position, the salary
In other business, Undergradshould be altered upward," Stick- uate Student Government Presiler said.
dent Jason Jackson addressed
The proposal states that as the the council, encouraging correUniversity tries to make the most spondence between administrause of its resources, staff members will take on more responsiSee COUNCIL, page five.

"Whether the title [of the
position] changed or not, if
the employee took on extra
significant responsibilities
and there was a change in
the position, the salary
should be altered upward."

by John Chalfartt
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS ~ Another round of state spending cuts may be
unavoidable unless a tax increase is approved this month, Gov.
George Voinovich's top budget officer said Thursday.
Gregory Browning, director of the Office of Budget and Management, said in a memo to legislative leaders that the state still
faces a substantial deficit, despite a $65.5 million increase in tax
receipts last month
Browning said it would be a mistake to argue that the aboveestimate tax performance in November either eliminated or
substantially reduced the $300 million deficit projected by the
end of the budget year June 30.
"A cautious optimist could fairly conclude that, given the
November information, our problem has decreased from the
$300 [million] to $325 million range to $250 million range. In any
case, this is a major problem to be facing halfway through the
See FINANCE, page eight.

Progress, but problems:
The Research Park story

Tk.BCNcw^TlmN

East of 1-75, most of the Rcasearch/Knterprlse Park's 88 acres remain empty. The
project Is an attempt by the University at creating an area for businesses to locate,

The University's
grand design for
development is
behind schedule.

Why?
by Jeremy Stone Weber
editor-in-chief

M,

.ore than three years after the University's
Research/Enterprise Park was born, the fields east of 1-75 still stand
largely empty.
The University's grand design for creating jobs, research facilities
and business-academic ties - all at virtually no cost to the school - was designed to house at least 18 corporations. Today, it has two, a
number the University has been stuck at for more than two years.
University officials say although they are not displeased with the
park's progress, they are not entirely pleased either, and an investigation byThe BG News has unearthed many of the causes and
outlets of their frustration.

and research and employment to flourish.

The bright side
Looking at the big picture,
Research Park has been a qualified success. The two tenants
currently located in the park ~
MidAm, Inc.'s operations
center and the Northwest Ohio
branch of the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency - have
meant a good deal of positive results for both the city and the
University. For example:
• The two tenants combined
provide nearly 200 jobs - most of
them to Bowling Green residents
- and although no official statistics are available, it is estimated
those jobs produce thousands of
dollars in payroll taxes to the
city;
• MidAm, Inc. - a holding
company for MidAm Bank offers student internships in
areas such as management, accounting, marketing and finance;
• The Ohio EPA office conducts joint research projects
with the University's environmental sciences and environmental studies programs, writes
joint grant proposals with the
University, and provides guest
instructors and research facilities to these programs. The
agency also offers several students internships as well.

"We went Into this project
working with a little cash
and a lot of promises."
Robert Martin, vice
president for University
Operations
In addition, all of these benefits cost the University almost
nothing.
To secure the cash it needed to
develop the park, the University
turned to the state. The Ohio Department of Economic Development agreed to grant $250,000 to
the University.
"We went into this project
working with a little cash and a
lot of promises," said Robert
Martin, vice president for University Operations.
But to fully fund the roads and
utilities infrastructure the park
would need to attract clients, the
University would need other
help.
Then-mayor Edwin Miller was
hooked on the idea of a business
park, convinced it would save
and attract jobs in the city and
increase Bowling Green's tax
base. He also said the plot of land
east of 1-75 was "prime economic
development."

With Miller's urging, the city
agreed to match the state's
$250,000 grant to the project.
The final $50,000 came from
Wood County Commissioners,
who also believed a welldeveloped business park could
attract jobs and tax dollars to the
county without necessitating a
great increase in services such
as police protection or emergency medical services
These funds, along with revenue from the tenants leasing the
land from the University, pay for
the debt financing of Research
Park - with no University investment save for the value of
the land, which the University
bought for $70,000 in the 1960s.
Spokespersons for both tenants
say locating in Research Park
has been a good move.
"It's been a totally positive experience," MidAm Senior Vice
President Cindy Rossman said.
"The University has been willing
to work with us in any area we
need, and we are perfectly happy
with the facilities and atmosphere out here."
Michael Manahan, district representative for the EPA office,
agreed.
"The effect of being here has
See RESEARCH, page four.
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Research Park could draw
income, jobs, more to BG
The results are in.
Research Park, while it definitely has had positive impacts both on
campus and in the community, could be
more. Much more.
Bowling Green State University
offers a unique opportunity for businesses. Think of all we nave to offer n library facilities, top-notch recreation
facilities, adult education programs,
student labor. The list stretches on and
on.
But for some reason, this advantage
has not translated into a flood - or even
a steady trickle - of businesses locating
into the park.
The megauniversity in Columbus has
a booming business park. The University of Toledo's site is fairing fair to midland. Bowling Green, however, has two
structures in a park designed to house
nine times that many, and hasn't attracted a new tenant in more than two
years.
No one denies Research Park has the
potential to develop into a major economic force in the area. It just hasn't
yet, and we suggest the following be
done to exploit this potential:
"i As soon as the budget situation allows, the University must commit more
resources - both personnel and money
- to the project. Part of this includes
hiring a development company who will
give Research Park the attention it deserves, as Vista Development apparently has not done;
O Ask faculty members to call upon
their research and consulting contacts,

but offer them an incentive to do so. For
example, tell faculty that anyone who
can provide a strong lead on a company
will receive a bonus. The money the
University will receive from the added
tenants will more than pay for the bonuses, and cash-starved professors may
jump at the opportunity.
O Environmental technology is
Research Park's best bet, and the University should push this aspect almost
to the point of calling it "Earth Park."
Many businesses that specialize in
earth-friendly products and services
would jump at the chance to locate near
the Ohio EPA office, with its research
facilities and expert employees. Perhaps an Earth Day promotion to draw
environmental companies to Bowling
Green would be successful.
It's tough to focus on Research Park
when so much of the University's
efforts have been centered on dealing
with the day-to-day fallout of the higher
education funding crisis. But Research
Park - if handled correctly - offers
vast potential to draw income, jobs, facilities and prestige to Bowling Green.
Students should become involved in
the project too, because a Research
Park bursting with clients means job
and internship prospects aplenty. Perhaps it wouldn't be a bad idea if Undergraduate Student Government formed
a committee to study Research Park
and what students can do to help.
Research Park is too great an opportunity to let slip by, but that's exactly
what is happening.

Programs being disposable
should be constant worry
Lately I've been getting some
requests for particular column
topics. One friend suggested I
write about the situation of migrant farm workers in the Bowling Green area. Another friend
shamelessly beseeched me to
cover the oft-abandoned topic of
animal mating habits. Hmmm.
Maybe next week. This week I
decided to cover something I
know about.
With all the budget cuts that
have been made in the area of
higher education, it's not too
surprising that students have
been confronting a variety of
threats to the quality of their
academic programs, lately.
In many disciplines, the number of class sections offered has
been decreased, but the size of
those sections has been increased. Students probably noticed that they had more difficulty registering for spring classes
because of this.

Several weeks ago, a more specific group of students was confronted with a more substantial
threat - the termination of their
academic program from the University. The endangered program was creative writing.
The creative writing program
universities don't even buy back at this University has held a high
books.
level of prestige because BowlDon't sell back dictionaries or ing Green was one of the first unbooks you think you might need iversities to develop a program
in the future because you'll re- in which a creative writing degret it dearly.
gree is separate from the English
A quick lesson in math: You degree. Since a BFA (Bachelor of
buy a new book for $40, you can Fine Arts) degree is not available
expect to get back $20. If you buy at many universities, most Bowla used book for $30 (75 percent of ing Green undergraduate creathe new price), you can also ex- tive writing majors chose this
pect $20. Moral to the story: BUY University specifically because
USED BOOKS.
of the program. Some BFA and
MFA students came fron out of
I hope this will in some way state, lured by the quality reputahelp you this holiday season. tion of Bowling Green's creative
Good luck with finals and we'll writing program.
see you soon afterwards.
The concern of creative writJoe McMahon
ing students about the state of
Senior
this program was instigated
when many of them read a memo
which clearly stated that the
creative writing program was
unviable.

Time to sell books back arrives
The BG News:
It's that time of year again;
papers are due, exams are coming up and it is time to sell your
books back. All three of these activities can be very stressful.
I can't do much about the first
two except say "good luck," but
as far as the third is concerned,
I'm going to give you a few hints
and some advice from a seasoned
SBX employee of three and a half
years to help ease the pain.
The three local bookstores are
in business to make money. This
concept may be hard to grasp,
but remember it when you don't
get 100 percent back of what you
paid for your books.
Shop around. The three bookstores are independent estab-

lishments, and, believe it or not,
don't team up against you. Use
this to your advantage.
There is a good time and a bad
time to sell your books. Now
through finals week is a good
time. The bookstores now know
what books are being used next
semester, so prices are at their
highest. But be advised, don't
wait too long (next semester) to
sell back your books.
If the bookstore offers you a
low price, don't automatically
blame it on the guy behind the
counter. Chances are it's your
professors' fault for changing
books, or the publisher's fault for
coming out with a new edition.
Money is money. Be grateful
for getting anything back. Some

Business class policy 'archaic'
The BG News:
substitutions if I could. I talked
I'm a graduating senior this to the professors of these classes
upcoming spring semester. I was I needed and they told me that
unable to preregister for classes they had no authority to give
due to major surgery in Septem- closed cards.
In the real world, big corporaber. The business college is the
reason for my outrage, as they do tions have found they must be
not give out closed course cards flexible to stay in business. Wake
up, business college! Learn from
as other colleges do at BGSU.
However, graduating seniors the business world. Your policies
in the business college who fail to are archaic and need to be made
preregister are "put" into sup- more responsive to real people
posedly closed classes so that who pay real tuition and somethey can graduate. I was not giv- times get into real extenuating
en this opportunity since I am not circumstances.
Thanks to my adviser, I will
a business major.
Two other colleges gave me graduate. One marketing class
closed course cards before prior- was totally closed in three secity registration for two classes I tions, so she substituted another
needed in case they became course in its place. I'm glad that
closed. This was not the case for she had the power to do this.
There have been people attendthe two marketing classes I still
ing this University who have not
needed.
I was flatly told by the secre- graduated for lack of a needed
tary of the marketing depart- class that was closed. Perhaps
ment that if those classes were they didn't contact or didn't have
closed out, I would have to get access to as caring or able an ad-

viser as I have.
I felt I must do something for
others in the same situation as I
to end the tyranny of the business college. If you have similar
problems as a junior or senior
getting classes, please contact
me by writing to 405 Student
Services addressed to USG Senator Lona Somerville.
There is legislation in process
to recommend solutions to this
inequity. There is no reason why
any discrimination should exist
allowing unfair advantages in
scheduling simply based on what
major a student is in. We all pay
the same tuition, and it's unfortunate that many decision
makers at this university forget
that it is the students who they
are ultimately working for.
Lona Somerville
Senior
Fashion Merchandising

It did not state that the creative
writing program would definitely be cut, but that idea was implied by the "unviable" reference. This was worrisome
enough to spark many creative
writing students to take action to
insure that the creative writing
program would be preserved.

Dave

Juliet Cook

Some creative writing students
decided to meet with Vice President of Academic Affairs Eloise
Clark to voice concern and let
her know they cared about the
state of their program. It seemed
like a logical step to take.
However, when they called to
make appointments, they were
asked if their appointment was
about creative writing; then they
were informed that Clark was not
meeting with creative writing
students.

"However, when they called
to make appointments, they
were asked if their
appointment was about
creative writing; then they
were informed that Clark
was not meeting with
creative writing students."

front page of The News on Nov.
17, also referred to the possible
termination of the creative writing program as a "misunderstanding," a "miscommunication" and a "rumor."
It sure seems like a pretty big
"misunderstanding," doesn't it?
In fact, I don't particularly understand just how that large a
"misunderstanding" could have
resulted and spread throughout
the program.
Maybe certain officials
thought they could just slash the
creative writing progran with no
big response. When they realized
that their action would be
protested, they reconsidered,
and tried to pass it off as a "misunderstanding."
Whether or not this is the case,
it's a good thing creative writing
students made themselves heard.
Their show of support was far
from an overreaction.
Any student who thinks that his
or her academic program is in
serious danger should be vocal
about it. After all, most students
select their university primarily
based upon the academic programs it offers.

For now, Bowling Green's
creative writing program is safe,
but not necessarily solid. Students must keep their eyes open.
Creative writing students are
not the only ones who need to be
concerned. If the creative writing program was cut, more students than just creative writing
majors and minors would be afAnother course of action was to fected. English students would
show up to show support at the be affected because their course
emergency English department selection would be narrowed by
meeting held on Nov. 13. Crea- the elimination of the creative
tive writing students were under writing curriculum.
the impression that at this meetAny student interested in
ing, the English department representatives would vote on taking any creative writing
whether to fight to preserve the course would no longer have that
creative writing program or just opportunity available. Also, once
the University had cut the createrminate it.
tive writing program, who's to
Apparently during the meet- say it would stop there? How
ing, English department chair- many other programs or departman Richard Gebhardt an- ments does this University connounced that there had been sider disposable?
some kind of "misunderstandThis is not just an issue for one
ing" between Eloise Clark and
the English department, and the group of students to worry about
department fully supported the - it is something for all students
to consider. Your program could
creative writing program.
be next.
Juliet Cook is finally able to
The article "Creative writing
students rally," which ran on the understand Dali paintings.

David Miller
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Rallies against hazardous Gays deserve fair treatment
waste incinerator persist
On Sunday, Nov. 22 at 2 p.m.,
despite a restraining order prohibiting demonstrations, over
700 people convened at a rally in
East Liverpool, Ohio, in front of
the recently completed Waste
Technologies Industry hazardous
waste incinerator.
The protest was another in an
ongoing series of demonstrations
against the incinerator. These
protests began two weeks ago
when a court gave the go-ahead
for the shipping of waste on site
for a test burn.
The judge ruled at that time
that "the certain economic costs
outweigh the uncertain environmental and health costs to the
community."
The crowd of protesters consisted of citizens of the town and
surrounding areas, and other environmentally concerned activists from around the United
States and Canada. Approximately 78 of these people took part in
civil disobedience and were arrested throughout the afternoon
and evening. Among those arrested were five students from
the BGSU Environmental Action
Group.
Many citizens of East Liverpool, an economically depressed
town south of Youngstown on the
Ohio River, have been fighting
the construction of the WTI incinerator for over 12 years.
They, along with the other protesters, are worried about the
uncertain and certain environmental risks it poses to the community (thousands of carcinogens will be released into the air
each year, even within EPA standards).
There is also outrage over the
fact that the burning of hazardous waste is seen by the government as an environmentally acceptable form of waste management.
Most opponents feel laws
should prohibit the creation of
waste by mandating changes in
manufacturing processes where
possible, instead of allowing
waste to be made and dealt with
after.

In the last year, the battle over
the issue has escalated as the
state EPA and other government
officials have sidestepped the
law and given WTI (owned by
VonRoll, a Swiss-based corporation) a permit to burn hazardous
waste from Ohio and other states.
The state apparently thinks the
incinerator will bring more jobs
(about SO, mostly men) and
money to East Liverpool and
Switzerland. In addition, the
state hopes to help solve the hazardous waste problem of Ohio
and the country by sending it into
the air where it is less noticable
and liability is more difficult to
prove.
The demonstration, coordinated by the area Tri-State Environmental Council and Greenpeace, began with a rally in the
parking lot just off the drive of
the WTI facility. People of all age
groups and occupations poured
into the area from every direction carrying signs which read,
"WTI Spells DEATH."
A few speakers rallied the
crowd before everyone marched
down the drive to the gate of the
facility. Once there, a ladder was
balanced on the fence and activists began filing into the WTI
grounds. The surrounding crowd
chanted, "We won't die for WTI."
By the time five local police
cars had arrived, over 30 people
were inside. Police officers
blocked the gate, preventing others from gaining entrance and
demonstrators responded by sitting down and blocking the drive.
Police then warned protesters
that they would be arrested if
they did not move off the WTI
drive. A few people backed off,
but most remained, knowing they
outnumbered the police about 75
to 1. After an hour or so of stalemate, the officers began picking
people out of the group in front
of the gate and loading cars for
transport to the courthouse one
at a time.
At this time, a second crowd
assembled behind the police
"arrest line" and prevented
police cars from leaving. A few

were arrested for blocking the
police.
At one time, mace was used
against protesters, the largest
dose going to a 3-year-old girl.
Arrests continued slowly until
dark when about seven county
police cars arrived with more
officers dressed in riot gear.
After about two more hours of
nonviolent resistance a school
bus was brought in by the city to
carry the remaining arrested to
the courthouse. When it was
over, 78 people had been arrested, making the grand total at
WTI 180.
Among those arrested were
area citizens of all ages and
members of different environmental groups. Members of the
Student Environmental Action
Coalition from schools around
Ohio, including BGSU, took part
in the civil disobedience.
Some arrested from BGSU
were Dave Brodin, who snuck in
under the gates past the police,
and Bonnie Armstrong, Rich
Maher and Jeff Brown, who sat
in front of the gates. Lynn Gregor was picked out of a line of
people blocking police cars in the
drive.
Many people wonder why civil
disobedience was used in this
situation. To quote a WTI
spokesperson, "It was an obvious
attempt to use the media." Their
willingness to be arrested (some
as many as three times in a week)
gives some indication of their
commitment to their argument.
The people of this community
have tried every alternative
method in the last 12 years to
stop the incinerator. During this
time, state officials have used
their power and influence to
make sure the project goes
through for the financial sake of
a few environmentally unsound
industries.
Arrests continue daily. Incineration is scheduled to begin on
Dec. IS.
Dan Durica is a senior environmental science major at the
University.

Gays need
'special'
protective
legislation
The BG News:
I am writing in response to Mr.
Van Ness' column about the
Colorado amendment which bans
anti-discrimination laws for homosexuals.
Mr. Van Ness says, "Homosexuals have the right to engage in
their chosen activity ... Why then
would they need further laws to
protect them?"
In order to answer this, Mr.
Van Ness, I invite you to a meeting of the Lesbian and Gay Alliance on Thursdays at the United
Christian Fellowship. There, you
may hear stories from victims of
discrimination based on sexual
orientation who, very definitely,
need laws to protect their rights
and to protect them from "gay
bashing" or hate crimes against
homosexuals.
Several incidents are: being
fired from a job because of sexual orientation, being kicked out
of an apartment by a homophobic
landlord, being forcibly escorted
out of a public place for showing
affection for someone of the
same sex, vocal slurs, getting
beaten up just about anywhere
and rape.
There is no excuse for any of
these incidents, and behind each
one is homophobia and discrimination against homosexuals. Discrimination that the Colorado
law, in effect, condones because
it makes homophobics and "gay
bashers" impossible to prosecute.
In Colorado, it seems that "all
men [except for homosexuals
whose rights can be violated at
any time] are created equal." The
Colorado amendment should be
repealed. No one deserves to be
discriminated against.

The BG News:
The Dec. 2 column, "Homosexuality warrants no exclusiverights laws," by Norm Van Ness
was an interesting expose about
the newly adopted Colorado
amendment banning antidiscrimination laws for homosexuals.
The main point of the column
appeared to be the author's support of the amendment and his
frustration at the consequential
actions of people throughout the
country. However, I suspect that
crafty Mr. Van Ness really aspired to offer his viewpoints
about choices people make in
life, expecially the choices those
pesky gay men and lesbians have
made who now suddenly want to
be treated fairly.
Since we're discussing choices,
let's examine a few choices people do and do not make.
According to Mr. Van Ness,
gay men and lesbians certainly
must choose to be attracted to a
member of the same gender,
much like a smoker chooses to
light up a cigarette. Therefore,

since a choice has been made,
homosexuals deserve different
treatment because they chose to
be "that way."
What other choices do we all
make in life? I think religion is a
choice ... I do not recall experiencing a minister who tortured
me until I became a Methodist.
Another common choice is to get
married. Interestingly enough,
both of these choices are protected under the non-dicrimination
clause at BGSU.
If Mr. Van Ness tried to delete
religion or marital status from
the University clause, his idea
would be greeted about as well as
Sinead O'Connor at an audience
with the Pope.
Being gay is as "natural" (a
Van Ness term) as being lefthanded or blue-eyed. The only
choice gay men or lesbians make
is to be honest with themselves
and share this special part of
their life.
Unfortunately, people who are
gay cannot express themselves
like left-handed or blue-eyed
people. Harassment on the job, in

MONDAY
SHIRTS

ANGELS

N

the family, on campus and iiterajly everywhere else is an unfortunate reality to many gay men and
lesbians. Further, notions like
Mr. Van Ness' hinder gays' rights
to be themselves.
Non-gay participants in society
may want to think before they
denounce the need for antidiscrimination laws for homosexuals in America. Is the real issue that gays choose to be gay
and should be denied fair treatment, or that too many participants in society are either insecure about their sexuality or
are majorettes for other people's
ideas and beliefs?
Mr. Van Ness, think about being gay (assuming you are not).
Can you imagine being physically harmed, fired from your job,
verbally harassed on campus and
treated as a freak of nature by
your family and friends? I imagine you would not make such a
choice. Neither would anyone
else.
Eric Tammes
Graduate Student
College Student Personnel
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Site's saga marked by frustrations
RESEARCH
Continued from page one.

been wonderful for us," he said.
Robert McGeein, the Univeristy's assistant vice president
of capital planning, is the person
most directly in charge of
Research Park's development.
He says if he had it to do over
again, he wouldn't do a thing
differently.
"It's been an extremely positive experience and a very valuable asset to the University," he
said.
Robert Martin, the University's vice president for operations, said MidAm and the Ohio
EPA branch have been valued
tenants.
"We feel we have two anchor
tenants right now," Martin said.
"Hopefully now, we can build off
these two and draw on their
strengths."

But...
But building off MidAm and
the Ohio EPA has not been as
easy as University officials had
hoped. MidAm signed on with
Research Park in 1989, and the
Ohio EPA agreed to build its office building in the park in early
1990.

'1 don't know what's going
on there, but it's sure not
research."
Alvin Perkins, county
commissioner
Despite substantial efforts on
the part of the University,
however. Research Park has
drawn a blank since the EPA
agreed to move in more than two
years ago.
McGeein has insisted throughout the past three years that
there is no timetable for attracting tenants to the park, and he
therefore is not displeased that
only MidAm and the Ohio EPA
have decided to locate in the
88-acre park.
Associate University Architect
Lance Teaman said in 1990,
however, that when the park was
first proposed in mid-1989 "it
was anticipated within five to 10
years the site would be mostly
filled."
Sources tell The BG News that
despite McGeein's claims there
is no timetable for filling the
park, the University did have a
goal with its development company to fill about 20 acres of the
park by 1994, and to make "every
effort" to have that much completed by this year.
University President Paul Olscamp is not fully upbeat about
Research Park's progress.
"No, I'm not completely happy
with the progress," Olscamp
said. "I had hoped to have one
more structure completed by this
point."
A knowledgeable source also
said University officials are
somewhat testy with the lack of
tenants in the park, especially
high-tech firms in which the
University has been particularly
interested.

"All of us inevitably have the
feeling that we wish there could
be more development," the
source said. "Neither of the businesses there at the moment is a
technological firm as such.
"On the other hand, we've all
been cautioned that this kind of
thing takes time to develop. Some
people know that. We're not
necessarily unhappy with where
we're at right now."
Newly-elected county commissioner Alvin Perkins, in a preelection interview with The
News, said Research Park has
not come close to achieving its
potential.
"I don't know what's going on
there, but it's sure not research,"
he said.
The lack of tenants in the park
has not directly hurt the University financially, because the
grants from the state, city and
county, combined with revenue
from leasing the land to tenants,
has paid the debt service on the The Environmental Protection Agency is one of two tenants In Research Park.
project's infrastructure.
But when the University promoting the park. This project
planned its debt on the project, it is not the only one we are work- The University had signed a deal with a "major national
planned on having three paying ing on and we do not have anyone
tenants in the park by 1995. Now, assigned exclusively to this hotel chain" for a hotel/conference center. University
it has one (The EPA office is not project or any of our other officials were close to publicly announcing the deal when
required to pay for the land leas- projects. If you feel that you
ing for a number of years in need someone working exclu- they found out the hotel chain could not get financing for the
exchange for the state's grant.)
sively on this project on a full- project
Two years ago, having three time basis, then you may want to
paying tenants by 1995 sounded look at some other alternatives."
Martin agrees there has been
well within the University's
reach. Now, University officials some tension with Vista, but says we're not getting any financial said. "The financial community
the University has maintained a assistance to do this," he said. "I is more even conservative than
just aren't sure.
working relationship with the think if the University wants this usual. Everybody's sitting real
development company.
to go somewhere, they've got to close to their cash right now."
"It's sort of like climbing up an commit some money."
ice wall right now - there's no
Although University officials
The Vista problem
progress [finding a tenant]," he say they are unwilling to pay
said. "You can get frustrated by Vista or anyone else to market
that. I get indications, though, Research Park, the school has Fields of dreams
Who or what is responsible for that [Vista] still has a strong in- taken on more of the burden of
the lack of tenants in Research terest in promoting Research promoting the project in the past
year. About 20 percent of
Vista and McGeein are facing a
Park? The answers to those ques- Park."
McGeein's job is now devoted to tough market for attracting
tions are as difficult and complex
overseeing the University's businesses, but another problem
as the problems facing the nation
"It you feel that you need
efforts Research Park promotion is that they aren't the only people
as a whole.
efforts.
with a business park trying to
But The News has learned someone working
bring in tenants. In tough budmany University officials ha oj
exclusively
on
this
project
getary times, municipalities are
put a chunk of the blan ^
searching hard for ways to bring
squarely in the lap of Vista D"5J on a full-time basis, then you
in jobs and tax dollars. More and
velopment, the Toledo firm trq> may want to look at some
That
recession
thing
more of them are coming to the
University chose to mark(^>
same conclusion about business
Research Park. In three year.-Q. other alternatives."
parks - build a park, and busiVista has not brought in a single
Vista President David
It's tough out there, University nesses will come.
tenant to the park (MidAm and
officials say. There just aren't a
"There are a lot of other opthe Ohio EPA were solicited by Boston, in a memo to
lot of businesses that are profita- tions for companies that want to
the University.)
Robert Martin
ble or expanding enough to want move into a park," Boston said.
"I've not been 100 percent
a new location.
"BG is one of a number of alterhappy with the job Vista devel"I think we're in the bottom of native locations."
Part of the reason Vista and the
opment has done," Olscamp said.
Wes Fahrbach, Gov. George
The president is not alone. University may have different the pan in the economy," Martin
Voinovich's economic developStarting in 1990, University ad- ideas on how much effort the de- said. "At least I hope so."
People involved with Research ment representative for northministrators have expressed dis- velopment company should put
pleasure with a perceived lack of into Research Park lies in the fi- Park say the economy has been a west Ohio, said Bowling Green
effort put forth by Vista to pro- nancial relationship between the major factor for the lack of ten- has rough competition from both
two parties. The University does ants in Research Park. One college-sponsored business
mote Research Park.
A September 1990 memo ob- not provide any money to market reason, according to McGeein, is parks and cities' industrial sites.
"It's a very competitive martained by The News from Vista the park - Vista only gets paid if that in uncertain times, many
businesses want short-term ket out there," he said. "Every
President David Boston to Mar- it brings in a tenant.
Olscamp said this fact may leases. But the University's city in northwest Ohio has intin refers to the frustration between the development company mean Vista gives other projects a project summary specifically dustrial sites ready for busistates that the University will nesses to move into."
higher priority.
and the University.
The University, as well as
"In part, how much a company only accept tenants willing to
"In your [Martin's] letter you
indicate that you feel we could be does for you depends on how build their own buildings and other schools with enterprise
more active both in seeking ten- much you can give them in your sign long-term lease agreements. parks, must stress the advanThe national and regional eco- tages higher education instituants and dealing with administra- budget," the president said.
For his part, Boston said Vista nomic slowdown has not only lim- tions can offer a company.
tive matters relating to complet"[Schools] are taking a much
ing transactions," the memo has committed substantial ited the number of companies
amounts of time and money to profitable enough to expand stronger approach - they're
states.
"We have been working on the the project, but he agreed the operations, but has also limited reaching out to businesses and
University needs to donate more financial markets' willingness to saying, "what can we do for you,'
Research/Enterprise Park for a
" Fahrbach said. "I think that's
year and have not made any of its own resources to promoting lend money to entrepreneurs.
For example, one of the major much better than sitting back in
money," the memo continues. the park.
"We're spending our money - goals of Research Park was to at- the ivory tower."
"We have spent time and money
But even if a business decides
tract a hotel which could not only
provide jobs for hospitality man- there are advantages to locating
agement students and normal ho- in a university park, Fahrbach
tel facilities, but a conference said, Bowling Green is just one of
a number of such sites in the
center as well.
Sources tell The BG News that state. Among them are The Ohio
the University had signed a deal State University and the Univerwith a "major national hotel sity of Toledo's parks. This comchain" for a hotel/conference petition has particularly hurt
center. University officials were Bowling Green's site. Two facclose to publicly announcing the tors have made other parks more
deal when they found out the ho- attractive to many companies.
First, some preliminary work
tel chain could not get financing
still remains to be done, such as
for the project.
The situation is typical of ob- landscaping. The barren fields
stacles the University has faced, that characterize most of
officials say. In a recession, Research Park's acreage means
banks and other lending institu- the University's option may be
tions attract fewer deposits, and less eye-catching than those with
consequently make fewer loans. tree-lined streets and attractive
"The biggest problem right lawns.
"We're dressing up the area
now is getting the financing [for
tenants's buildings]," Martin and doing all those things we
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Working In the Item Procei sing Department of MidAm Information Services, Item processing operator Tracy Wllllami of Toledo enters checks for balancing of bank statements Wednesday afternoon.
MidAm Inc. employs more than 100 people.

"[Our restrictions] greatly narrow the
field. We could get tenants hi here
tomorrow, but we don't want to let
someone hi who really doesn't meet our
neeas.
Paul Olscamp, University President

The BG Newi/TIm N«

pretty much have to get in place
to market it well," Martin said.
"We'll be in full bloom by
spring."
The second factor is that the
University is only looking for
certain kinds of tenants ~ ones
that can help the University and
benefit from the University
through research, internships or
in some other significant way.
Preferably, some of the tenants
should specialize in high-tech industry.
Most other business parks
have no such restrictions.
Those involved in Research
Park disagree whether these
limitations have significantly
limit the scope of potential tenants, helping to add to the difficulty attracting businesses. Olscamp believes the University's
restrictions have done just that.
"They greatly narrow the
field," he said. "We could get
tenants in here tomorrow, but we
don't want to let someone in who
really doesn't meet our needs."

Looking ahead
Despite the problems that have
plagued Research Park and
smothered its potential, most
people involved with the project
expect exciting things to take
place east of 1-75.
McGeein, Martin and Boston
said they have strong leads for
businesses to locate in the park,
and although neither would delve
into specifics or predictions, one
can reasonably expect the following to happen:
• The University will still
search for a hotel/conference
center, but it will not do so as actively as it has in the past. Conferencing facilities at the new
classroom building have lessened the need for such a structure.
• The University will continue
to play the dominant role in marketing and promoting Research
Park, bringing in the vast majority of whatever tenants come into
the park
• Faculty members - especially those in psychology, technology and material sciences - will
be asked to draw upon their
research and consulting ties to
businesses to entice them to locate in the park.
• High-tech industries will be
the most sought-after clients, and
if the University is successful
once again at attracting business
to Research Park, at least one
environmental technology company -- such as a recycling firm will locate in the park.
Boston would not speculate on
what to expect from Research
Park.
"I don't have a crystal ball," he
said. "If there's a deal to be done,
we'll do it."
But University officials say
they plan to make up ground by
filling the park more rapidly during the coming months.
"Going back, I doubt I would
have done much differently on
this project," Martin said. "We've got a lot of great ideas, we just
need some fertilizer to help them
grow."
"I've always looked at this park
as a long-range thing," Olscamp
said. "I don't look upon this as being that far out of the game."
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Students must return forms
to avoid school district tax

Hidden Treasures

by Chris Hawley
local government reporter

Employers are making a list and checking it
twice, and if you're on it, you'll be paying one-half
percent of your paycheck into the Bowling Green
School District coffers next year.
University students who nave local income taxes
deducted from their paychecks will begin paying
the tax Jan. 1 unless they act now to inform employers they will claim another school district as
their home district on 1993 state tax forms.
Students who are paid by the University must
complete a state withholding exemption certificate
included with their Nov. 4 paychecks that informs
the payroll office they will be claiming a different
home district. The forms are due Dec. 18.
"We're getting quite a few [forms] back, but it's
nowhere near the amount of students contacted,"
University payroll clerk Sandy White said.
According to Ohio Tax Analysis Division Assistant Administrator Mike Sobul, students should

claim the home district they consider their permanent residence.
"It's a little bit of a gray area, but usually if a
person's permanent residence is not in Bowling
Green, they will not claim that as their school district," he said.
Illegally claiming a district other than Bowling
Green or the one at your permanent residence in
order to avoid income taxes in both districts probably won't work, Sobul said.
"If someone suddenly changes their school district but their permanent residency doesn't
change, it's sort of going to stick out to us," he said.
District Business Manager Bill Ott said the tax is
expected to cost typical Bowling Green taxpayers
41 cents per day, but he added his office has not
figured estimates for student income.
I can't imagine it would impact students that
much," he said.
See INCOME, page six.

Preview Day hoped to draw
more prospective enrollees
byJaneKllgore
student life reporter

The prospect of choosing a college and major often seems
overwhelming for graduating
high school students and their
families, and the University
hopes to help them make these
important decisions during Preview Day Saturday.
The BC Nc wi/Llnda Lenc

Looking through boxes of Jazz records, sophomore pre-criminal Justice major Adam Elbling examines an album at the University Music Library and Sound Recordings Archives' record sale in Jerome
Library Thursday afternoon. "[I came to the sale] because I'm a DJ and we still use turntables. One
man's junk is another man's treasure," Elbling said.

"We have two Preview Days
each year, and the last one held
on Oct. 31 was extremely successful," said Clifton Boutelle,
director of public relations.
"This is probably one of the
finest things the admissions office does to promote Bowling

COUNCIL

OMEGA PHI AIJPHLA

Continued from page one.

tive staff, USG and the student
body.
"I [and USG] have tried to utilize and encourage the relationship between undergraduate students and administrative
staff across campus," Jackson
said. "In the past the administration was considered the enemy.
It's a great help to talk to
different administrators and

have a closer, tight-knit relationship."
The council also received a
working draft of its long-range
plans and goals. According to
Bowers, not all of these goals
may be achieved, but she said it
was important for each member
to have a copy of them in order
"to give [the council] a kind of
working framework."
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Las Vegas Bowl Special

dents to come and see what BowlGreen to prospective students."
All of the activities planned ing Green has to offer," Boutelle
during Preview Day are designed said. "An awful lot of the stuto introduce high school students dents that come to Preview Day
and their families to the 170 un- end up enrolling at Bowling
dergraduate academic programs Green."
offered at the University. The
Information about the UniverUniversity's colleges of Arts and
Sciences, Technology, Musical sity will be provided at displays
Arts, Education and Allied from 9:30 a.m. until noon in the
Professions, Business Adminis- Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
tration and Health and Human University Union. Faculty, staff
and students will be available to
Services will all be represented.
answer questions about campus
In addition, students can learn life, services and degree proabout Bowling Green's Schools of grams.
Art, Health, Physical Education
"Faculty and administrative
and Recreation, Mass Communi- staff are very supportive to our
cation and Nursing.
program," said Lisa Chavers, as"Preview Day is an excellent
opportunity for high school stuSee PREVIEW, page six.
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Cleveland GM plant to close
toy Thomas J.Sheeran
The Associated Press
EUCLID -- A 51-year-old General Motors Corp. plant that
makes car seat covers will be
closed by 1994 because it's not
profitable, the auto maker said.
The shutdown will eliminate 550
jobs.
The Inland Fisher Guide plant,
just east of Cleveland, is one of
seven plants to be closed nationwide as GM cuts 18,000 jobs
to stem losses.
"The mood at this point is kind
of bewildered," said United Auto
Workers Local 1045 shop steward
Sal LoDuca. "I don't see the sense
bf urgency of doing this. It
doesn't make any sense to me."
GM said the plant would close
as soon as possible but no later
than mid-1994. GM said the work
would be shifted elsewhere, but
the location wasn't specified.

"These decisions were literally made in the last couple ol
days. So as soon as these decisions were made, we wanted
to inform the employees as soon as possible."
Pat Morrissey, General Motors spokesman
The 1.05 million-square-foot
Quenton Moore, 45, of Cleveland, a 27-year plant employee, plant on 67 acres was built in
said workers had been trying to 1941 to build aircraft parts. The
plant, with a payroll of $33 milbecome competitive.
"It's a disappointment," he lion, makes seat covers for Cadilsaid. "We've tried to do every- lacs, Oldsmobiles and Pontiacs.
thing. We've cooperated with
GM spokesman Pat Morrissey
every process they brought down said employees were told about
the shutdown at a mid-morning
the line."
Moore, who went to work at the meeting. Reporters weren't alplant after being laid off at GM's lowed into production areas.
"These decisions were literally
Coit Road operation in Cleveland
in 1981, said he hoped his seniori- made in the last couple of days,"
ty would allow him to transfer to Morrissey said. "So as soon as
another plant.
these decisions were made, we
Those who can't be placed at wanted to inform the employees
other plants will be put into a as soon as possible."
pool of workers receiving up to
The announcement came three
their full benefits.
weeks before Christmas.

"There's no good time to do it,"
he said.
Gov. George Voinovich, who
had lobbied to keep the plant
open in 1979 and 1980 while he
served as Cleveland mayor, offered the state's help in finding a
new corporate tenant. He also
promised state assistance to
workers.
"Having witnessed the closing
of the Coit Road General Motors
plant in Cleveland in 1981 affecting 1,600 employees, I well understand the devastating impact
of such a closing on the workers,
their families and their community," Voinovich said.
Voinovich thanked GM Chairman John Smith for meeting with
him Nov. 24 in Columbus to discuss company operations in Ohio.
Smith said GM would "do everything possible to minimize the
impact of its current consolidation efforts in Ohio," Voinovich
said in a statement.

Man suspected in shooting deaths
Prior weapons charge sentencing halted until murder link is studied
by Rich Harris
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Sentencing on federal
weapons charges was delayed Thursday for
a man who agents say is a suspect in the
slayings of five outdoorsmen in eastern
Ohio.
U.S. District Judge John M. Manos said
new charges pending against Thomas Lee
Dillon, 42, of Magnolia, might affect a plea
agreement in the case for which Dillon was
to be sentenced Thursday.
Both cases involve firearms. Dillon has
not been charged in the slayings. In the first
case, Dillon was accused of having an unregistered, silencer-equipped pistol and a
silencer that didn't have a serial number. In
the second, he is accused of having a 25-caUber handgun in violation of a plea bargain
made in the first case.
Manos found that Dillon had violated the
conditions of his $10,000 bond, and ordered it
revoked and Dillon taken into custody. Dillon was already being held without bond in
the Stark County jail in connection with the
new case.
The judge said he would delay sentencing
In the old case until a pre-sentencing investigation could be updated.
Neither Dillon's lawyer, Roger Synenberg,

nor Assistant U.S. Attorney Marylin Bobula
would comment after the hearing. Synenberg has said that Dillon denies any involvement in the killings.
Dave Manna, senior supervisor in charge
of the FBI's Columbus office, said Wednesday that Dillon is one of 12 "significant"
suspects in the killings of five men in Tuscarawas, Coshocton, Belmont, Noble and
Muskingum counties between April 1989 and
April 1992.
FBI officials have declined to say whether
they are ready to charge any of the suspects.
As part of a July plea agreement in the
older weapons case, Dillon had pleaded
guilty to having a silencer without a serial
number. In return, the U.S. attorney agreed
to drop the unregistered weapon charge.
But the agreement also required Dillon to
give up all of his firearms and not live in any
place where there were firearms.
Since then, Dillon has been charged with
receiving a weapon while under indictment
for allegedly buying the .25-caliber pistol.
Manna said Dillon had a loaded gun in his
pocket when he was arrested Friday outside
a Tuscarawas County convenience store.
At a preliminary hearing on that charge,
held Wednesday before U.S. Magistrate
James Gallas in Akron, Bobula said Dillon

was the "prime suspect" in "anywhere from
six to 11" homicides.
Dillon, an employee of the Canton Water
Department, lives in Magnolia, about 10
miles south of Canton. A graduate of Ohio
State University, Dillon has worked for the
Canton Water Department since 1972. He
has been married for about 14 years and has
an 11-year-old child.
The Columbus Dispatch, in a copyright
story published Thursday, reported that
members of a task force investigating the
slayings tracked Dillon by car and airplane
over hundreds of miles of eastern Ohio back
roads.
He was arrested on the newest weapons
charge three days before deer season. All
five of the victims were fishing, hunting or
exercising when they were shot.
Killed were Donald Welling, 35, of Strasburg; Jamie Paxton, 21, Bannock; Kevin Loring, 30, Duxbury, Mass.; Claude Hawkins, 49,
Mansfield, and Gary Bradley, 44, Wllliamstown, W.Va
The Times-Reporter of New Philadelphia
reported Wednesday that Dillon also is a
suspect in the bow-and-arrow killings of
about two dozen cattle this year in Tuscarawas County, and in the killing of three
cattle and a horse with a gun last spring in
Coshocton County.

INCOME
Continued from page five.

Ott noted taxable scholarships duction Jan. 20.
that count as income will also be
taxed.
The new tax was approved by
The deduction will appear on district voters Nov. 3 and is exmost University paychecks for pected to raise $1.5 million in
the first time Jan. 15. Graduate 1993 in an effort to resolve the
students will see their first de- school district's growing debt.

Space transport
is necessary, says
program director
by James Hannah
The Associated Press
DAYTON -- Europe would
assume world leadership in
space transportation if the
United States scraps a runway-to-orbit space plane, a
program director said Thursday.
"If the country is going to
take advantage of space and
be able to have routine access
and use of space, the country
must develop an economic
space transportation
system," said Jim Arlington,
deputy director of the
National Aero Space Plane
program. "This develops
technologies that apply to
that system."
Arrington made his comments in a telephone interview from Orlando, Fla.,
where he was attending the
fourth International Space
Planes Conference. The U.S.
aerospace program is managed at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base in Dayton.
At the conference, the
European Space Agency said
it plans to begin studies of a
space transportation system.
U.S. officials said Great
Britain, Germany and France
are interested in developing
aerospace plane technology.
Arrington said it would allow those countries to pool
their resources, talent and
funding, possibly allowing
them to produce an aerospace
plane faster than they could
do it alone.
"I think that would become
a challenge to the U.S. to
either join it or accelerate its
own programs," Arrington
said.
He said he believes the U.S.
will choose to build an aerospace plane on its own.
"We really feel we're ahead
in the development of the
technologies," he said.
But federal funding for the
space-plane program has declined.
Program officials have estimated it would cost about $1
billion a year to develop ex-

perimental space planes that
could be in the air by the year
2005. Congress has earmarked only $150 million for
the program in fiscal 1993,
down from about $200 million
the previous year.
As envisioned, the U.S. aerospace plane would take off
from a runway like a conventional plane, fly through the
atmosphere with booster
rockets at speeds of up to
17,000 mph, and go into orbit.
There, it could rendezvous
with satellites and space
stations. It would return to
Earth by landing on a runway.
Arrington said the space
plane could take the place of
the space shuttle, replacing
the expensive rocket-launch
system with a less expensive
airline-type operation.
The decreased funding has
prompted program officials
to look at less expensive and
longer-term alternatives.
Arrington said program
representatives plan to present one option next week to a
special committee consisting
of U.S. military and space
officials.
Under that proposal, the
first experimental version of
the space plane would be capable of flying at hypersonic
speeds. But it would not go
into orbit. The plane might be
launched from an airborne
aircraft and tested that way
instead of having to take off
from a runway.
That would save money and
reduce risk, but also put the
reality of a space plane further into the future, said Arlington.
An even less expensive option would be to continue to
develop the technologies, but
to do it on the ground. That
way the technology would be
available if a decision is made
to proceed with the space
plane.
"That would really stretch
out the program, but at a
much reduced annual funding," Arrington said.

PREVIEWContinued from page five.

Bring your list and sit on Santa's lap

Sunday, December 6
1-4 pm
Our elves will take your picture and

you set a £R£E 5x7 of you
and the big guy

sistant director of admissions.
Visitors may also take campus
tours, which will leave the Union
every five minutes between 10
and 11:45 a.m. Campus dining facilities will be open for lunch.
According to Chavers, 1,850
people visited Preview Day in the
fall, and 738 of them were students. Fifteen hundred of those

visitors took the campus tour. A
year ago at this time, 1,215 people came to Preview Day; 486
were students.
"My goal this year is to increase that number," Chavers
said.
For more information about
Preview Day, contact the Office
of Admissions at 372-2086.
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Christmas heal
2 for %yi*

BGSU"Mom", "Dad",
and"Grandparents" Sweatshirts

Breakfast

It's student shopping Sunday
so bring your student I.D.

2 Scrambled Eggs, Potatoes &Tbost

Bigger Breakfast $1.99

PILLS N' PACKAGES

2 Scrambled Eggs, Fbtoioes, Toast, Bacon & Sausage

111 RAILROAD ST., BOWUNG GREEN
352-1693

OIL IS A
CARS

LIFE BLOOD

1

Call to place your order today

Wizard Graphics
112 S. Main St.
354-3098
Also available BGSU Mom and Dad Sweatshirts
with custom sewn letters.
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Biggest Breakfast $2

_

Enjoy Our All-You-Can Eat Breakfast Buffet ^A/tomin

I
STEAK & SEAFOOD
1544 E. Woa»flo«t.iB Grwn

Pen pals part of 'postal debacle'
The Associated Press

FOSTORIA -- Pen pal letters from young
girls were routinely delivered to the cell of a
man in a Connecticut prison even though he
gave a fictional address, the U.S. Postal Service said Thursday.
A Fostoria woman said her daughter was
led to believe she was writing to a 10-yearold girl named Micky from Somcrs, Conn.,
about 25 miles north of Hartford.
The woman was alerted last week by Bill
Grady, an investigator with a maximumsecurity prison in Somers, that her daughter
was writing to an inmate convicted of killing
his 16-year-old girlfriend.
She said Grady told her that inmate Michael Jarrett, 42, had letters from her
daughter in his cell, and letters and pictures
of other girls.
She said she had no idea her daughter was
sending letters to a prison. The address Jarrett gave out was 191 Post Road, Somers.
There is no Post Road in Somers.
"A lot of the mail that arrives at the
Somers post office every day is incorrect,"
said Linda Crabb, spokeswoman for the Postal Service in Hartford, Conn. "And we have
found over a number of many years that

about 98 percent of it belongs to the inmates
at Somers prison, but they don't know their
address or whatever.
"So in cooperation with the prison, we
make an attempt to deliver them that mail. If
it's an inmate, they deliver it. If not, they return it," she said.
Ms. Crabb said the Postal Service has no
plans to change the practice.
"Was there an actual criminal act? No.
Then what are we preventing?" Ms. Crabb
said
She said the practice is "done everywhere
where there's a large prison, institution,
hospital, business. People just don't use the
correct address, and our mission is to deliver the mail, and we do the best we can,"
she said.
Authorities said Jarrett has been writing
to girls across the country.
Correction Department spokesman William Flower said prison officials are investigating to determine if any disciplinary
action will be taken against Jarrett.
Jarrett could lose a small amount of good
time for such a violation as well as recreational and other privileges for up to IS days,
Flower said, adding that prison officials will
more closely monitor Jarrett's mail.

Jarrett was convicted in 198S in the stabbing death of his girlfriend in 1983. He was
sentenced to 50 years in prison. He won't be
eligible for parole until 2019.
Jarrett had been jailed for three months in
1983 on charges of risk of injury to a minor,
stemming from sexual contact with the same
girl, who was 15 at the time.
The girl who unknowingly had been a pen
pal to Jarrett had read a letter in the preteen magazine Hopscotch, published by
Bluffton News Publishing & Printing Co. in
Bluffton, about 20 miles south of Fostoria in
northwest Ohio.
The letter said Micky was in the fourth
grade and was involved in gymnastics and
swimming and that she would "really love to
have pen pals." Thomas Edwards, owner of
Bluffton Publishing, said the Postal Service
shouldn't have delivered the mail to Jarrett.
"We feel terrible about this thing. We feel
the children and the magazine are victims of
a postal debacle," Edwards said.
Grady said Jarrett did nothing illegal.
He declined comment on how many letters
and pictures were found in Jarrett's cell. He
also would not disclose contents of the letters.

Race may be cause for stabbings
Black man knifed in chest several times, white man jabbed in neck
The Associated Press

LUCASVILLE, Ohio -- The
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility is looking into race as a
possible factor in two stabbings
this week at the maximumsecurity state prison, warden
Arthur Tate said Thursday.
"The first incident involved a
black man being stabbed by a
white man. The second incident
involved a white man being stabbed by a black man," Tate said.
"From that standpoint, race certainly is involved."
Gary Chastman, 22, of Summit
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"The first incident involved a black man being stabbed by a
white man. The second incident involved a white man being
stabbed by a black man. From that standpoint, race
certainly is involved.''
Arthur Tate, warden of Southern Ohio Correctional
Facility
County, was stabbed several
times in the chest Wednesday
with a homemade knife in the 1.6
collblock. He was taken to Ohio
State University Hospitals in
Columbus and listed in stable
condition, Tate said.

Oscar Prude, 30, also of Summit County, was stabbed in the
neck Tuesday night during a recreation period in the prison's
gymnasium, and also was taken
to University Hospitals. Tate
said he was in good condition.

Prison officials said other inmates stabbed the two, but that
as of Thursday no one was
charged. The State Highway Patrol was investigating.
Some correctional officers had
minor injuries, Tate said.
Tate said authorities believe
Prude was stabbed with a sharpened wooden paint brush handle.
In either case, it was not known
exactly what caused the fight, he
said. "It appears the fighting was
amongst themselves. This seems
to be an internal issue," he said.

'Slim chance' that
Court will move
byJohnChalfant
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - The Ohio
Supreme Court needs more
room to house its operations,
but chances of moving from a
state office tower to a building of its own appear slim,
Chief Justice Thomas Moyer
said Thursday.
He was asked about court
space needs in response to a
recommendation from Gov.
George Voinovich that the
grounds of an old psychiatric
hospital on the city's west
side be used for development
of a government office complex.
A state construction proposal to be delivered to the
Legislature by mid-month
will request $46 million to begin work on the $221 million
complex that could house up
to six state agencies.
Such a project could free
space in the Rhodes State Office Tower for possible expansion of the Supreme
Court, which now occupies
four floors and part of a fifth
Moyer said the Supreme
Court ideally should have a
separate building.
"I think there are only 12,
at the most, state supreme
courts in the country that are
in office buildings as we are,"
he said in an interview. "But
we have to look at the practicalities of the cost of that,
particularly now with the
state budget in the condition
that it's in.
"I hope I'm realistic enough
to realize that we can't always
have what is ideal. The space
here is certainly very functional."

'1 think there are only 12,
at the most, state
supreme courts in the
country that are in office
buildings as we are. But
we have to look at the
practicalities of the cost
of that, particularly now
with the state budget hi
the condition that it's in.
Chief Justice Thomas
Moyer,
Much of the extra space the
court needs is for its law library, now crowded onto two
floors.
Moyer said the construction budget may include
money to buy a downtown
corner lot to be held for future use, but not specifically
for a court building.
Gregory Browning, director of the Office of Budget
and Management, confirmed
the possibility but said no
final decision had been made.
The property in question is
at Third and State streets, on
the east side of the Statehouse, and is used as a parking lot.
"My sense ... is that if that
land was purchased it would
be because it was a reasonable thing for the state to have
that property because there's
no other property on Statehouse Square, and not because a decision was made to
build 'Building X,' including
the Supreme Court. That is
not something there's support
for," Browning said.

TICKETS AVAILABLE - HOME HOCKEY VS. MIAMI TOMORROW 7 PM!
Come help the Falcons beat the CCHA - leading Redskins!

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller
The holiday gift you can really use.

Tell your folks a new Macintosh will help
you succeed today as well as tomorrow.
It shows you're thinking ahead.
An Apple* Macintosh'computer is the one holiday gift that will help
you work better and faster from one new year to the next. Because
Macintosh is so easy to use. And thousands of software applications are
available to help you with any course you 11 ever take. There's even
software that allows you to exchange information with computers
running MS-DOS or Windows. In fact, Macintosh is the most compatible
computer you can buy. And the advantages of Macintosh don't end
when school does — the majority of Fortune 1000 companies now use
Macintosh computers! So ask your Apple Campus Reseller to help you
choose which Macintosh to put at the top of your holiday gift list.

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.

You can pick up a price list at 129 Hayes Hall,
then call 372-7724 for a sales appointment

C 1992 Apple Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are rr^ercd trademark* o( Apple Computer. Inc MS4XJS o i regwered trademark, and Vmdo** a trademark,
of Mkfosoft Corpontwn *Bued on a lurvev conducted by Computer htteftgtnce, 1991
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More adults 'hopeful' Ex-legislators available
Election losers may find Clinton Cabinet positions
about economic gains
by Steven Komarow
The Associated Press

by Howard Goldberg
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Economic optimism has begun
to outpace pessimism as substantial numbers of
Americans gain hope from falling interest rates
and the election of a new president, according to
an Associated Press poll.
The poll of 1,002 adults Friday through Tuesday found that 47 percent feel more hopeful,
compared with 28 percent less hopeful, since
Bill Clinton's election.
Even one In five Republicans feels more hopeful since Clinton won.
Overall, 29 percent believe the economy is
improving, up from 5 percent in a comparable
poll a year ago. The pessimistic share that
thinks the economy Is getting worse fell to 27
percent from 69 percent.
Those from high-income households were
most likely to be in the 43 percent who said they
feel more hopeful because of lower Interest
rates.
The poll was taken by ICR Survey Research
Group of Media, Pa., part of AUS Consultants.
Results have a margin of sampling error of plus
or minus 3 percentage points.
The number intending to spend more money
on gifts this Christmas season compared with
the last few years has almost doubled to 13 per-

cent, from 7 percent in a comparable poll a year
ago.
Those who plan to spend less dropped from 40
percent to 32 percent. The rest plan to spend
about the same amount as in past years.
Another change this year is a much stronger
tendency of women than men to expect to spend
less this holiday season.
Optimism about the nation's economy is lower
among women than men. While 37 percent of
men believe the economy is improving, only 23
percent of women do.
A majority of men, 53 percent, said they expect to have more money in their household next
year compared with this year. But only 44 percent of women have the same hope. Overall, 48
percent of Americans expect their personal
finances to improve, 23 percent expect to have
less money. The rest expect little change or
don't know.
Economists would tell people that because
personal income after inflation has been falling
on overage around the country, their best hope
of having more money is to take advantage of
lower interest rates. Lower mortage rates, for
example, spur home sales and free up money for
consumers to spend on other goods, helping the
whole economy.
But more than a third of those polled said the
fall in interest rates has no effect on their hopefulness about the economy.

WASHINGTON -- Less than a
month after losing his re-election
bid. Rep. Tom Downey, D-N.Y.,
was already working on a new
government project - helping
Bill Clinton's transition team.
Rep. Dennis Eckart was a late
Clinton backer, but he pitched In
to help Vice president-elect Al
Gore prepare for his debate. Sea
Wyche Fowler, D-Ga., on the
night of his runoff defeat, said
his future would include doing
whatever he could to help out the
new president.
This year's tumultuous
national election has created a
large talent pool of ex-legislators
for President-elect Clinton as he
begins to put together the first
Democratic executive branch in
12 years.
Three Democratic senators
and 30 House Democrats lost
either their primary or general
election campaigns, and others
retired rather than face almost
certain defeat. Now, many are
making it known they are available for work
Choosing an election loser for a

Cabinet post may seem like
dredging, but in fact there are
advantages over choosing an incumbent.
If Clinton chooses Senate
Finance Committee Chairman
Lloyd Bentsen for Treasury Secretary, as he apparently is considering, he might solve one
problem but cause others.
The Democrats could easily
lose that Texas Senate seat to the
Republicans in a special election.
In addition, Clinton's key economic programs would have to
be sent to a new Finance Committee chairman, probably Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan. D-N.Y..
who Is untested In that job.
If Sen. Bill Bradley, D-N.J.,
moved over to Secretary of State,
as has been rumored, his seat
could fall to the other party.
President Bush, whose cabinet
included several former House
members including HUD Secretary Jack Kemp and Labor Secretary Lynn Martin, also plucked a
couple of Incumbents out of their
congressional posts, including
Secretary of Defense Dick
Cheney. But Republicans knew
they could hold Cheney's Wyoming seat.
Downey, chairman of a sub-

committee of the powerful House
Ways and Means Committee, is
considered a sure bet for an administration post. Although he
was a late supporter of Clinton,
he is a close friend of Gore's.
For the Clinton transition,
Downey heads a group that Is
preparing a report on the Department of Health and Human
Services. He has let it be known
he'd consider deputy director of
the Office of Management and
Budget.
Les AuColn, D-Ore., a House
colleague of Downey's who narrowly failed to unseat incumbent
Republican Sen. Bob Packwood,
has quietly put his name on the
market too. Rep. Peter Kostmayer, D-Pa., defeated for
reelection, is said to be looking
for a post either at the Interior
Department or the Environmental Protection Agency.
Sen. Tim Wlrth, D-Colo., announced his retirement from the
Senate last spring with a blast
against the current state of polltics. He then spent the summer
and fall working tirelessly for
Clinton, and now is being mentioned for a top job, possibly Secretary of the Interior or Secretary of Energy.

Church settles sexual abuse case Charges mount
80 people claimed to have been molested as children by a priest
against senator
by Jonathan Yenkln
The Associated Press

"There's no amount of compensation that could adequately
compensate these people lor what they have lost"

BOSTON - Sixty-eight people
Attorney Roderick MacLeish,
who claim they were sexually
abused by a priest In the 1960s
announced today that they have settlement confidential. He said settlement. He said Bishop Sean
reached a settlement with the the settlement covers 68 people O'Malley has pledged to help the
Roman Catholic Church.
who were molested in Massa- alleged victims, and since OcThe plaintiffs also accused the chusetts, Rhode Island and New tober the diocese has been dechurch of shifting James R. Hampshire.
veloping a new policy to inPorter, who faces abuse allegaPeter Calderone, one of the ac- vestigate claims of sexual mistions in several states, from par- cusers, said he was pleased with conduct.
ish to parish after complaints the settlement. But, he said. It "is
MacLeish, at a news conferagainst him arose in the Fall not a medicine. It won't make any ence attended by many of
River Diocese.
one of us healthy."
Porter's alleged victims, said
Roderick MacLeish, a lawyer
John Reams, a spokesman for that "There's no amount of comfor the plaintiffs, said both sides the Fall River Diocese, said he pensation that could adequately
agreed to keep details of the could not comment on the compensate these people for

what they have lost."
But, he said O'Malley had
"done the right thing" by agreeing to negotiate a settlement and
sparing his clients "years of agony" that a trial would bring.
In all, more than 80 people
claim they were molested by
Porter when they were children.
He faces 46 sex-abuse charges In
Massachusetts, a criminal
charge in Minnesota and lawsuits
filed by people in Minnesota and
New Mexico who say Porter
abused them.
Opening arguments in the
Minnesota trial are scheduled for
Friday. Porter has pleaded innocent to a charge that he molested
a teen-age baby sitter in 1987.

FINANCES
Continued from page one.

fiscal year," Browning said.
- He told House Speaker Vern
Riffe, D-Wheelersburg, Senate
President Stanley Aronoff,
R-Cincinnati, and other leaders
■that there could be serious consequences of not acting to re'solve the deficit before Jan. 1.
J More than $600 million was cut
from budgets in the last three
Iflscal years. Voinovich and the
'leaders have been talking about
-solving the current problem

mainly through undetermined ondary education as well as
higher education. State aid to
tax increases.
"If cooperative actions, includ- local schools was protected from
ing increases in revenues, have the latest round of cuts Imposed
not been taken by Jan. 1,1993, to in July.
solve the projected problem, I
"If we conclude we need to cut
believe the administration will
have no choice but to impose ad- $250 million, because it will be
ditional budget cuts," Browning halfway through the fiscal year,
said.
the cut will have to be around 9
percent," Browning said.
He said the cuts generally
"Cuts of this magnitude will be
should be across the board, and very serious and, in my judgshould include primary and sec- ment, will have dramatic unde-

sirable consequences," he said.
Aronoff was out of town and
did not immediately return a
telephone call seeking comment.
Kent Carson, spokesman for
Riffe, said the speaker's view of
the matter had not changed.
"If we've got a problem we
need to address it. He's going to
continue to work with the governor," Carson said. "If an
agreement can be reached to
solve the problem this month, the
speaker's prepared to do it."

by Larry Margasak
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Five more women are accusing Sen. Bob
Packwood of improper sexual behavior, ranging from touching
to verbal advances, according to a complaint filed with the Senate Ethics Committee.
The Oregon Coalition Against Domestic and Sexual Violence
wrote the committee Wednesday that the women reported
"direct, personal experiences" with Packwood, R-Ore., from the
1960s through the 1980s.
None of the women are ready to publicly identify themselves
but have provided their names to the group, said coalition Executive Director Holly Pruett.
Pruett said in an interview from Portland, Ore., that all the
women called the organization's hot line. Two said they worked
on Packwood's campaigns, two said they held professional positions and the fifth told the group she had an unspecified media
job.
The women have come forward since Nov. 22, when initial allegations of sexual misconduct against Packwood were made in
The Washington Post.
The newspaper reported that 10 female staff members and
lobbyists - five of whom were named in the article - accused
Packwood of sexual harassment, including unwanted touching
and other advances.
Pruett said she spoke with four of the women and a co-worker
talked witha fifth, and she relayed these accounts:
Two women said they had been grabbed by Packwood.
A third said the senator had repeatedly insisted she kiss him
but there had been no contact.
A fourth contended the senator had made persistent, verbal
advances and attempted to kiss her.
The fifth did not provide details of her problems with Packwood.
The coalition coordinates a statewide network of 32 programs
serving victims of domestic violence and sexual abuse.
Pruett said the four women she talked to all said they were not
among those cited in the story.
The ethics committee, acting on a complaint by another women's group, said Tuesday it had begun a preliminary inquiry into
Packwood's conduct. The senator's lawyers met with the panel's
staff for the first time Wednesday.
Packwood, just elected to his fifth term, has not admitted any
specific improper behavior but has apologized if he embarrassed anyone.
He also suggested that his behavior could be related to alcohol
and has entered a treatment facility for people with drinking
problems.
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Americans lead rescue mission Soviet reforms
by Andrew Katell
The Associated Press
UNITED NATIONS - The United Nations
launched the world's biggest armed humanitarian rescue Thursday night, sending a
force led by 28,000 Americans to silence the
guns of Somali bandits and help feed hundreds of thousands of starving people.
President Bush ordered U.S. forces to
prepare to go. An announcement was expected after he consulted Friday with Congress.
The 15-member U.N. Security Council
voted unanimously for the huge operation,
and asked other member states to contribute
troops and money.
France was to send about 2,000 soldiers.
Belgium and the African nations of Zimbabwe, Nigeria and Kenya also offered troops.
Italy promised aid.
It came more than a year after severe food
shortages and civil unrest were first reported in Somalia. And the Security Council
mandate was vague: to use "all necessary
means" to create "a secure environment"
for relief operations.
The resolution did not say if that might
mean creating some kind of U.N.-controlled
civil government in chaotic Somalia, or
whether the troops would try to disarm bandits and militiamen. It said nothing about
who would pay for the operation or how long
it would last.
"No longer than is necessary," U.S. Ambassador Edward Perkins said, adding that
troops would steer away from political interference: "It is for the Somali people to decide their own future."

Somalia was represented at the meeting
by Fatun Hassan, the charge d'affaires of
the Somali U.N. mission. It was not clear
which clan leader she represented.
Clan battles have raged in Somalia since
the collapse of President Mohamed Siad
Barre's rule in January 1991, worsening a
famine that has killed 300,000 people and put
another 2 million at risk.
Well-armed militias have stolen at least
half of the food and medicine shipped to Somalia and paralyzed a 500-member U.N.
peacekeeping force in place since September.
The port and airport of Mogadishu have
been virtually shut down by the threat of
banditry.
The maddening delays created by the
port's closure could be seen Thursday at a
beach north of Mogadishu, where the Red
Cross unloaded a ship filled with rice donated by French schoolchildren.
The food was put aboard fishing boats and
tugged within 30 feet of the beach. Somalis
waded into the water and lugged each
110-pound sack ashore on their backs.
Red Cross spokesman Horst Hamborg
said 250 tons were brought in.
The U.S. military, probably led by Marine
Lt. Gen. Bob Johnston, plans to strike
quickly: Amphibious craft, attack helicopters and Marines are ready to clear a path
for the big air transports and ships that will
ferry the hundreds of tractors, trucks and
forklifts taking food to the refugee camps.
From snowy Fort Drum, N.Y., to Camp
Pendleton in southern California, soldiers
contemplated Christmas in the desert on the

halted following
shouting match

Horn of Africa.
U.S. officials took pains to portray the
intervention as a humanitarian effort, not a
combat operation. "We are not looking to go
in with guns blazing," said Pentagon
spokesman Pete Williams. "I wouldn't expect a big confrontation."
U.S. Ambassador Edward Perkins said the
Security Council did not envision a need for
the troops to disarm bandits and gunmen "at
this time." However, Secretary-General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali said confiscating
weaponry should be part of the job.
The White House said President Bush
hopes the relief operation can be secured by
the time he leaves office on Jan. 20. Aides to
President-elect Clinton were dubious saying
they expected Clinton to inherit Bush's Somalia policy
"I think it's like the elephant coming out of
the jungle: You know it when you see it,"
said Sir David Hannay, Britain's ambassador.
After negotiations with leery Third World
countries and China, the United States
agreed to more U.N. oversight than was the
case with the multinational force that drove
Iraqi troops from Kuwait last year.
The resolution explicitly empowers the
U.S. commander to make the tactical decisions about safeguarding the relief shipments. It calls for a U.N. liason staff to be attached to the new force's field headquarters.

by Thomas Ginsberg
The Associated Press
MOSCOW - Lawmakers
plunged into a shouting and
shoving match over President
Boris Yeltsin's reforms
Thursday, halting work on
economic reform plans and
debate on proposals to have
Yeltsin relinquish some
powers.
A leader of a hard-line
group in the Congress of People's Deputies predicted
there would be more chaos
Friday. The upheaval caused
a committee drawing up a resolution on Yeltsin's economic plans to suspend its work.
The outburst came during
debate on constitutional
amendments that would shift
power from Yeltsin and his
Cabinet to the Congress and
the smaller Supreme Soviet.
The fracas also culminated
two days of bitter debate in
which Yeltsin and Acting
Prime Minister Yegor Gaidar
pushed their most controversial reforms on the unfriendly
parliament, dominated by exCommunists elected long before the collapse of the Soviet
Union last year.
Speaker Ruslan Khasbulatov pushed through a motion
for secret-ballot voting on the
amendments. Yeltsin sat expressionless during the vote.
A handful of pro-Yeltsin
lawmakers rushed to the carpeted podium in protest,
screaming that the parliament's rules require at least
four-fifths support to make
the vote secret.
"Get away! Get away!"
Khasbulatov shouted into his
microphone.
"Dear deputies, protect me
from these deputies!" Khasbulatov cried, his plaintive
voice resounding along the
chamber's barrel ceiling.
Deputies who remained in
their seats laughed at the
spectacle. One even brandished a telescope for a better
view.
Plaincloth.es security offi-

About 560 U.S. troops already are working
in Somalia and Kenya, using 10 C-130 transport planes in the U.S. military's "Provide
Relief" mission.

Sarajevo relief flights suspended
Fighting is also keeping some truck convoys from getting through
by David Crary
The Associated Press

pended all logistics flights to the
besieged Bosnian capital and extended the suspension of relief
flights for at least another 48
hours, Boyd said.
Relief flights were suspended
Tuesday after a U.S. Air Force

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - Gunfire hit a
plane carrying the U.N. commander in Bosnia on Thursday,
but the aircraft landed safely. transport was hit by small-arms
The United Nations suspended fire, but U.N. flights between
all flights into the capital for two Sarajevo and Zagreb had continued.
days.
Islamic foreign ministers
No injuries or serious damage
were reported when the Soviet- meeting in Saudi Arabia urged
built Antonov 12 logistics plane the United Nations to allow arms
carrying commander Gen. Phili- deliveries to Bosnia's Muslims
ppe Morillon was hit in the rear and they appeared to give Islamby six bullets, said Shannon ic states the nod to do so if there
Boyd, U.N. spokeswoman in Za- was no U.N. action.
In a 12-page communique, the
greb, the Croatian capital, where
ministers said Islamic countries
the plane landed.
It was not clear who fired at should "extend their cooperation
the plane, Boyd said. Heavy to the republic of Bosniafighting between Serb and Mus- Herzegovina in the exercise of
lim-led government forces was its inherent right to individual
reported near the airport most of and collective self-defense."
the day.
In Paris, the Western European
Following the incident, U.N. Union denounced atrocities in
chief Gen. Satish Nambiar sus- former Yugoslavia, including the

rape of women and children and
the castration of men.
The union urged member
governments to "bring to justice
the authors of these crimes
against humanity." It dropped
language in a draft proposal that
explicitly blamed Serb militias
for committing the majority of
rapes, mainly against Muslim
women.
Despite artillery fire, Bosnia's
army command said its forces
successfully fended off Serb attacks on the Sarajevo suburb of
Otes and had destroyed four
enemy tanks since Tuesday.
The Bosnian army said Otes
faced a major Serb infantry and
armor attack from the west and
south. Officers reported some
close-range combat and an unspecified number of casualties on
each side.
Defense officials reported
more tank movements near Pale,

the Serb headquarters east of
Sarajevo.
Bosnia's Health Ministry said
41 people were killed and 118
wounded during fighting in
government-controlled areas of
Bosnia over the previous 24
hours, including 22 dead and 47
wounded in Sarajevo.
The fighting was keeping truck
convoys from reaching Sarajevo,
although one convoy did get
through on Thursday, U.N. officials said.
The Yugoslav news agency
Tanjug reported that two other
convoys from Belgrade, the Yugoslav capital, reached beleaguered Rogatica and Gorazde in
eastern Bosnia on Wednesday
after delays.
A humanitarian convoy carrying 120 tons of supplies to the
eastern government-held city of
Srebrenica was still near the
Serbian-Bosnian border, U.N.
officials reported.
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with Hoagie Fries & Soda
only S5.00
Free Delivery

MR. SPOTS
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BEST WESTERN

EAT AT
SPOT'S
352-SPOT
HOURS:
M-T11 AM-2 AM
F-S11 AM-2:30 AM
Sunday 12 PM -1 AM
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cers and hard-line lawmakers
rushed to the podium to form
a barrier in front of the reformers, and a shoving match
began inches from Khasbulatov and a few feet from Yeltsin. One hard-liner grabbed
the lectern and held firm like
a sailor on a rocking ship.
The president left the
chamber in disgust. Khasbulatov left briefly and security
officers restored order. The
speaker returned minutes
later, recessed the session
without a vote and walked out
again.
No injuries were reported,
but plenty of egos seemed
bruised. The pro-Yeltsin
lawmakers said secret balloting would let undecided deputies oppose Yeltsin without
reprisal.
"It was manipulation by
Khasbulatov!" declared Ella
Panfilova, the minister for
social welfare.
"Those people who call
themselves democrats were
against the most democratic
voting procedure," said Sergei Mikhailov, one of the deputies who rushed to Khasbulatov's defense. "They've
covered the word democrat
with shame."
Sergei Stankevich, a proreform adviser to Yeltsin, believed Friday's parliamentary
session would be more dignified.
"I'm sure that tomorrow,
the deputies will resume debate with cooler, and I hope,
wiser heads," Stankevich
said.
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Those people who call
themselves democrats
were against the most
democratic voting
procedure. They've
covered the word
democrat with shame."
Deputy Sergei
Mikhailov,

IIKA

Pi Kappa Alpha

Campus shuttle
9 & 12 month leases
Furnished or unfurnished
24 hr. maintenance
Air conditioning
Gas for heat & cooking
included
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(now accepting applications for spring, summer, and fall)
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400 E. Napoleon Rd.
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352-9135
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3rd Annual

Neutron Bomb
Date Party
December 4, 1992
9:00 p.m.

Let's Get Blasted!!

1 FREE Pizza giveaway!!
Sign up Tuesday, Dec. 8,11:00am to 3:00pm, and
Wednesday, Dec. 9, 11:00am to 3:00pm in the
University Bookstore! Anyone who has a valid
BGSU ID is eligible for only one Free entry!
Winners will be notified by telephone Thursday,
Dec. 10!!!
For more info call: 2-2343 or 2-7164, or visit 330 Union
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Oil tanker splits, Two bombs rattle Manchester
dumping crude Irish Republican Army blamed for injuries caused by expl osion
off Spanish coast
Tlkat
Arr/viMivi Press
Omer
The Associated

The Associated Press

LA CORUNA, Spain - A
Greek oil tanker ran aground
coming into this north western port today and split
in two, spilling hundreds of
thousands of gallons of crude
and threatening an environmental disaster, officials
said.
The ship caught fire, and an
oil slick 1.2 miles long and 60
feet wide was reportedly owing up the rugged coast of Galida, where fish are crucial to
the region's economy.
Officials said ail 29 crew
members had been evacuated
from the blazing vessel, the
Aegean Sea, which had been
carrying about 23 million gallons of oil. It was not clear
how many gallons of crude
had spilled.
The supertanker Exxon
Valdez spilled 11 million gallons In Alaska's Prince William Sound in 1989 in the
worst oil spill in U.S. history.
A spokesman for Lloyds
shipping Insurance agents in
London called today's spill a
major disaster.
A spokesman for the Spanish petroleum company Repsol, which chartered the tanker, said only one of the ship's
segregated tanks had been
damaged, which should limit
the spill to fewer than 23 million gallons. He spoke on condition of anonymity.
Several thousand residents
were evacuated from the city
on the northwestern tip of
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Spain as heavy black smoke
billowed across a neighborhood near the grounded tanker.
The vessel split in two
shortly before 10 a.m. after
crashing into rocks upon entering the port, the Merchant
Marine spokesman said.
The cause of the accident
had not been determined, but
a spokesman for Lloyds shipping insurance agents in London said fog was extremely
heavy at the time.
Juan Lopez de Uralde, the
Spanish spokesman for the
London-based environmental
group Greenpeace, said the
possibilities of containing the
spill were "practically nil"
given the fact that it occurred
on the coast, where it can do
the most damage.
He said that the biggest impact was likely to be on the
fishing and shellfish grounds
in the Ria de Betanzos and
Ria de Area, two inlets northeast of the La Coruna harbor.
Fishing la Galicia's moat
important industry.

MANCHESTER, England -- Two bombs rocked Manchester
during the morning rush hour
Thursday, Injuring at least 65
people and forcing police to evacuate the city center. Police
blamed the Irish Republican
Army.
Most of the injured were
showered with glass shards when
the second bomb exploded as
police cordoned off a shopping
district in response to a telephoned warning. One person was
seriously injured, hospital officials said.
The first bomb went off in the
city's Parsonage commercial district at the height of the rush

"There was a terrific noise and an enormous surge of
wind. I ran to the window to have a look out, and all along
The Parsonage it was chaos."
Jim Watson, Inland Revenue Service officer

The city center was evacuated
and police broadcast appeals for
people to stay away. Hundreds of
people poured from office
blocks, some crying, and traffic
snarled in the city.

hour, injuring four people and people were arriving for work,"
badly damaging a tax office and said another tax officer, Kevin
other buildings. Police said it Bean.
About 30 minutes after the
may have been a car bomb.
"There was a terrific noise and first explosion, a coded warning
an enormous surge of wind," said was phoned into a suicide counJim Watson, an officer with the seling center that four bombs
Inland Revenue Service. "I ran to had been planted in the city,
the window to have a look out, police said.
and all along The Parsonage it
"All indications are that it was
was chaos."
the IRA," Manchester assistant
"How nobody was killed I will chief constable Jim Paterson told
never know. It went off just when reporters.

The second bomb exploded
near a major shopping area. Amdale, less than a mile from the
first bomb, as police were evacuating people and searching for
the other bombs. The Arndale
bombing accounted for most of
the injuries.
Police said a device that appeared to be another bomb was
found in a pub.
The mainly Roman Catholic
IRA is fighting to end British
rule in Northern Ireland.

Action aims to check right-wing violence against foreigners
by Mark Fritz
The Associated Press

BERLIN - The government
has banned the music of several
neo-Nazi rock groups, including
one that urges Germans to kill
Turkish children and rape their
mothers.
German officials have been
groping for ways to halt right-wing violence, mostly directed at
foreigners, that has left 16 people
dead this year.
A federal censorship office
said Wednesday that it was outlawing numerous songs from at
least five so-called "skinhead"
bands.

The ban prohibits the sale,
manufacture and distribution of
the groups' music, but the
government has given no indication that it intends to prosecute
band members themselves or to
take action against Rock-ORama, a Cologne-based record
firm that markets and sells skinhead music worldwide.
Lawmaker Roland Sauer said
the bands affected are Endstufe
(Final Stage) of Bremen; Noie
Werte (New Values) of Stuttgart;
Kahlkopf (Bald Head) of Oberursel and Sperrzone (Prohibited
Area) of Bruchsal. The music of
the notorious Stoerkraft (Disturbing Force) was banned in October.

Sauer said in addition to the wrists, authorities said
Lars Christiansen, 19, was secatalogues of the five groups, the
government banned a song called riously injured in the suicide at"Kanaken," a German racial tempt in the Luebeck prison in
northern Germany, said Hansepithet for foreigner.
Juergen Foerster, spokesman for
The song urges neo-Nazis to the federal prosecutor's office.
The spokesman did not know
"annihilate" Turks, Germany's
largest immigrant group, and what instrument Christiansen
says: "Kill their children, rape had used to harm himself.
their women." There are 1.6 milChristiansen and Michael
lion Turks in Germany.
Peters, 25, have confessed to the
The banning came Wednesday, Nov. 23 f irebombing of a Turkish
the same day a young neo-Nazi home in the northern German
accused of the arson deaths of a town of Moelln. Bahide Arslan,
Turkish grandmother and two 51, her granddaughter Yeliz Arsgirls - a hate crime that sickened lan, 10, and her 14-year-old niece
and shamed the nation - tried to Ayse Yilmaz, a visitor from Turkill himself by slashing his key, were killed.

Royal image tarnished by the year
by Audrey Woods
The Associated Press

Alpha Xi Delta
Semi--Formal
Lorin Smith
& Colby Furlong
Jennu McMannis
& Brad Keown
Tricia Beery
& Chad Sanders
Dunielle Furlong
& Jamey Collins
Jenean Wisner
& Ted Grambo
Jodi Vosnick
& Greg Lopeman
Julie Lewis
& John Weisenbach
Polly Clendenin
& Ted Geraghty
Krista Griffith
& Brent LeGris
Aimee Swope
& Tim Fether
Kim Roddy
& Brent Cobb
Kylee Price
& Doug Stephens
Jen Tucker
& Brian Morisch
Robin Falvey
& Michael Calcagno
Melissa Womer
& Dave Tedrow
Kristi Watt
& Drew Bennigar
Brooke Shelley
& Mark Morris
Bethany Ruggiero
& Craig Pembroke

December 5, 1992
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Germany bans neo-Nazi music

LONDON - The British monarchy, its glitter tarnished and
much of Its mystery gone, has
reached what many see as a turning point.
Queen Elizabeth II's decision
to pay taxes mollified many
critics of royal opulence, but has
fueled debate about what kind of
monarchy King Charles III will
inherit one day.
"The standing of the queen and
the monarchy reflects our own
self-esteem," Foreign Secretary
Douglas Hurd commented as this
year the queen described as
"horrible" draws to a close,
"This is not some trifling toy
which can be tossed about in pub-

Megan Johnson
& Don Driskell
Leigh Ann West
& Dave Willis
Lynn Smith
& Michael Smythe
Jackie Fortunate
& Josh MacDonald
Amy Aseltyne
& Mike Hanophy
Tracy Kuifus
& Mike Gladieux
Katy Bntemun
& Todd Hines
Meredith Schiano
& Kris Corrisalez
Cory Caywood
& Grady Slack
Christen Barnaby
& Scott Chamberlain
Mandy Middendorf
& Mike Yon
Tina Rupelli
& Matt Kohut
Dina Hutton
& Al Koterba
Dena Popovic
& Tony Manolatos
Kay Kosowski
& Jim Fogarty
Deb Wilkinson
& Kristopher Nickel
Susie Campbell
& Mike Maurer
Beth Weisenburger
& Tom Lucido

—

lie controversy as if damaging it damaging royal pictures, showing "Fergie" frolicking topless
did no harm," he warned.
The government announced with an American businessman,
Nov. 26 that the queen's children, rocketed newspaper sales.
Sixty-seven percent of 1,003
sister and aunt will be cut from
the public payroll and that the people questioned in an ICM poll
queen will start paying taxes for the Daily Express said paying taxes will improve the monafter a break of 80 years.
This followed a startling ap- archy's standing.
But some fear that Elizabeth is
peal for compassion by the
66-year-old monarch after the being pushed down a slippery
toughest year in her four-decade slope that will end with a monarchy so casual that the queen pereign:.
Her daughter Princess Anne dals by on a bicycle, as does the
was divorced; the marriage of Dutch monarch
Others think her efforts are too
her heir, Prince Charles, and
Princess Diana was raked over late.
"Without its magical qualities,
endlessly in the newspapers as a
loveless sham; and her second the royal family ceases to funcson. Prince Andrew, separated tion as it did," said Colin Brown,
from his wife, the former Sarah political columnist for TThelndependent newspaper. "The
Ferguson.
All this was accompanied by queen in her glittering 40th anfrenzied coverage by tabloid niversary portrait suddenly
newspapers - whose lifeblood is looks no more than a pensioner in
royal doings. The year's most fine clothes."

Three years of recession have
soured Britons' taste for royal
opulence. The trappings of monarchy cost the taxpayer nearly
$80 million, including maintenance of palaces, the royal yacht,
train and planes.
Anti-royal sentiment is rising,
although most people favor continuing the institution. In June, a
Market Opinion and Research International in The Sunday Times
found 14 percent of respondents
to back an end to the monarchy,
up from 6 percent two years earlier.
Resentment at the Conservative government's willingness to
pay for the damage to Windsor
Castle from a Nov. 20 blaze appeared to reflect the change in
public mood.
Yet others point out that the
monarchy is at the heart of the
traditional panoply that attracts
many tourists.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Semi-Formal
December 5, 1992
Shana Kttler & Therm Stout
•Molly MacLachtan dr Steve fersch
Shelby "Balint » Matt VMcoxpi
Cindy Andrews & Scott 'Bird
Chris Adams & Scott Metier
tori "Davis & Xuan Janes
Dawn Cipollo & Troy Vance
Lynn Kaminskj & Shawn Duntavy
Adrienne Speu.tr & Jrank/Bucher
Mandi Jester & John Mikesch
Julie Wright & Kyle Anthony
'Katina Jones & Trie Schneider
•Bucky McLean & Tom Jittvauick,
LaurelStusck_& Mikf Voll
•Kim McLcod &'Kevin •Brady
Melanie Kfmpton & Jason Shape
Kiltie Kopf& Irian Dula
KtmStemneUey Tim Lowe
Tiffany Trenor & Qrtg J(usche
Cindy •Davidson & Adam fytk
Qina •Vuhiarilli er Wave Lewis
Carrie Welter &Jay •Ualento
•Dei •Lberly & Steve Horvath
•Maria •Butler & Craig Petti
"Hatuy Zincan & Tommy Hogan
Allison Taylor & •Bryon Tierce
Jenny Schultz & MichaelLarcey
Laura Jedacek. & Steven Mickey
Alicia •Boytan efTcter Meier
Andrea %ass &Teu Kppf

Rockin' Around the
Christmas Tree

Mono Law & 'Dan Mall
•Heidi Hartman er •XichJeasaOet
Tonya Hdn & Mikt Chatlos
Jen Mevrner er •Earl Stark.
Ktlly Zoul & Qory Savage
Allison Donnelly & "Dave Kjllean
Julie Smith &TodSackttla
Lori Lanese er Matt Vranich
•HeatherSchulu, & (jarySilverhart
Trcaie Skrobacs & Jason Moses
Michelle Hamilton & "Kpbirt "HHtkerson
Cecilia 'Bunting & ToddWorley
•Hence Joresman &Joe Miller
Lesa Lavcck_&"Bruce Downey
Chris ■Burici. & John fisher
Shelly Carruthers drjoby Knapp
"Elaine Hrivnak. & James Qutzwitler
Kris tie %apaak_ a-John Drake
Kara Komarek_er Darren Dunn
•Rfnee Arora & Jerry Kfnnard
Lynn McKeon & Mikt Chgrow
Michelle DtHatale & John Michalski
Charissa Laui & Kiis KjingU
Melissa 7ett &Jack_frast
Theresa Chatlos &St~ OQck.
Jen Xpst & Scott QatchaU
Angela Smith er Jason Tgger
Jennifer Morton & Ho6 Christman
Michelle Tutor & 'Bill Moraja
Ann Marie Liggett & •Billy Trice
Tracy Qray& Joe ChapQk.
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Team expects a Men plagued by Probert wins fight,
battle with OSU injury problem Rangers win game
by John Kreiser
by Mirk DeChant
sports writer

The first road the women"*
basketball team must travel en
route to the NCAA championships Is Interstate 75, as the
Falcons travel downstate to
take on the Ohio State Buckeyes tonight.
Opening
the season
against a
high-quality
opponent like
Ohio State is
sure to start
the 1992-93
campaign on
an intense
Clark
note.
Falcon head coach Jaci Clark
anticipates a battle between
BG and the Buckeyes.
"We're really excited about
the season for sure," she said.
•The game will be challenging.
"We're looking to to play
well, and hopefully we'll come
out of there with positive results."
The Falcons return three
starters in Judit Lendvay, Susie Cassell and Andrea Nord-

mann. Talita Scott and Lori Albers - two players with a lot of
experience - will round out
Bowling Green's starting five.
In all, BG returns nine letterwinners.
Experience is also the key
for Ohio State, who lost only
one starter from last year's
IS-13 squad The Bucks are led
by a pair of outstanding senior
guards, 5-foot-9-inch Averrill
Roberts and 5-foot-S-lnch Audrey Burcy.
Clark realizes that when two
talented, experienced teams
meet early in the season, almost anything can happen.
"I forsee a very good game,"
Clark said. "We both have experienced teams, with good
young players.
"The game will be played
hard ... it should be very intense."
Clark feels Big Ten-caliber
competition is a key to success
during the conference season.
"This is a good game to open
the season with This, along
with Vanderbilt and WisconsinMilwaukee, should be one of
our best non-conference
games."
The Falcons report no injuries at this time.

The Associated Press

by Mark DeChant
sports writer
The schedule makers have
not smiled upon the men's basketball team. Although the Falcons have until Wednesday before their next game, the injury bug has hit the squad at a
most inopportune time.
The Fal
cons play at
Michigan
Dec. 9, and
three days
later travel
to St. John's
Arena to
battle Ohio
State
in
Larranaga
Columbus.
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BG has
been without the talent of three
players since the beginning of
the season. Guard Vada Burnett and forward Ralf Melis
have slow-healing injuries,
while guard Shane Komives
will not be eligible to compete
until the Cleveland State game.
And then came this week's
game against Heidelberg.
Head Coach Jim Larranaga

Schott receives support

broke down the Falcons' injury
situation.
"Ray Lynch sustained an injury to his teeth, and had oral
surgery," he said. "However,
should he heal OK, he will be
able to play against Michigan."
Another player hurt in the
Heidelberg contest was guard
Mike Swanson, who pulled his
hamstring.
"Mike is shooting right now,
but can't play for a while,"
Larranaga said. "It will take
longer to heal because it is a
recurring Injury."
Swanson pulled the same
hamstring three weeks ago.

NEW YORK - Tie Domi was perfectly willing to trade a battering
for a victory.
Domi got the worst of a long-anticipated rematch with Detroit' Bob
Probert, the NHL's reigning heavyweight champ, Wednesday night.
But the welts on his face couldn't dampen his smile after the New
York Rangers defeated the Red Wings 5-3.
"The bottom line is that we won the game. We got the two points,
and any way I can contribute to a win is OK," said Domi.
Domi had cut Probert in a fight last Feb. 9.
They needed only 37 seconds Wednesday night to renew acquaintances.
Probert tugged at Domi, then cross-checked him. The two looked at
each other, threw down their gloves and started swinging, with
Probert landing more than 45 punches to about 20 for Domi in a bout
that lasted more than a minute and sent the sellout crowd of 18,200 and both benches - into a frenzy.
Domi skated off to the penalty box with a smile.
Probert didn't want to discuss the fight.
"We didn't win, so I don't have anything to say," he said.
In Wednesday's only other NHL game, Winnipeg and Calgary tied
3-3.
The victory, which ended New York's four-game losing streak at
Madison Square Garden, really belonged to goaltender Mike Richter,
who broke out of a recent slump with a 39-save masterpiece.
With the Garden still buzzing from the fight, Adam Graves put New
York ahead on a backhander at 4:43. Detroit's Sheldon Kennedy tied It
a minute later, but New York's other enforcer, Joe Kocur, connected
on the power play at 13:04 for a 2-1 lead.
The second period was controlled by the Red Wings, but belonged
to Richter.
After Steve Yzerman tied it on a wraparound at 1:28, the Red Wings
rained shots on Richter, who stopped every one. Tony Amonte then
put the Rangers ahead at 13:41 when he swatted in Mark Messier'
passout following a turnover.
Yzerman scored a fluke goal 12 seconds into the final period when
the puck hit Paul Broten's skate and wound up in the Rangers' net.
The Rangers were without a shot on goal until Sergei Nemchinov
picked up a loose puck in center ice, broke past defenseman Niklas
Lidstrom and beat Tim Cheveldae with a 15-foot wrist shot.

With a depleted number of
guards on the roster, walk-on
Mick Milnak is expected to see
increased playing time, both in
practice and in upcoming
games.
George Finney and Matt Otto
will also spend extra practice
time in the backcourt.
Larranaga forsees no immediate roster changes, and tentatively expects Lynch and
Swanson to see "limited playing time" against the Wolverines on Wednesday.

I American Red Cross

by Beth Grace

Mr. & Mrs. Claus

, Goober & Booger

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Supporting
Cincinnati Reds owner Marge
Schott isn't a common position to
take these days. But the local
leader of the National Council of
Negro Women says it's time to
forgive her.
"There is so much to be worried about in this world - racism,
homelessness, kids on the
streets. And we're all getting
worked up over something some
woman who owns a baseball club
says? We're spinning our
wheels," Mamie Dunston-Hall,
president, said Thursday.
Her group works to further the
interests of black families.
Dunston-Hall is the first black
leader to offer public support for
Schott.
"It's time to forgive and move

on. I have forgiven Marge in my
"Who knows? Maybe her scope
heart, and I have told her that," of being in touch with blacks
Dunston-Hall said.
doesn't go beyond her players
Schott did not return telephone and their families," she said.
calls for comment Thursday.
"And if she said those things,
Schott is accused of using the why didn't the people she said
word "nigger" and talking to a them to say, 'Marge, this is a
Jewish employee about "money- very sensitive subject. Don't say
grubbing Jews."
that." From what I hear in the
news, she has said these things
Since the allegations surfaced before.
in a lawsuit filed by a fired em"If a lot of folks were so conployee, others outside the Reds cerned, why didn't they come
organization have claimed that forward before?"
Schott in recent years referred in
Schott has other pockets of
conversations to "Jew bastards" support.
and said she would rather hire a
Ninety-two percent of 347 caltrained monkey than a black.
lers who responded to an unscientific poll by the JournalDunston-Hall deplored the use News of Hamilton, about 20 miles
of such words and the beliefs as- north of Cincinnati, said major
sociated with them. But she said league baseball should not force
compassion should play a role in her to relinquish control of the
the fight against racism.
Reds.

Cutie & the Gentle Ranger

SSueG. & Mark
\ Elyse & Shane
a Nicole & Dave

Kappa Delta

' Lori B & Alex S.

Kristyfc?

Wendy T. & Erik

Kristin & Tom

W

CLEVELAND COLLEGE
HOCKET CLASSIC

Michelle Y.& Brad W.

, Lori K. & Brett P.

Ted & Fred

Tammy T. & Barry

Mariann & Patrick

Dr. Suess & Cindy-Lou Who

Andrea & Joe

' Sue P. & Mike

Jamie & Mike

Maureen & Jason
Betsy & Rick

Jen & Jim

Amy & Gary

Calvin & Hobbes
Mistle & Toe

I Belh & Steve

Knick & Knack

' Who? & Who?

Michelle & A Cutie

Femme Fatale & Cuyahoga

Jen & Brian

Me & You
Bonny & Rob
Jennifer B. & Anthony

•?\

Tammy & Blue Eyes

; The Grinch & Max the Reindeer Dog

Tiffany & Scott

FIVE STAR GMC TRUCK DEALERS
PRESENTS

Tanya & Bill
Missy & Dave

Laura & Brian

in Who-ville
December 5, 1992

Mary Jo & Jeff
Ren & Stimpy

Dawg Cheese & Sly Dawg

Kathy & George

Weiner & Moose

Stephanie H. & Dave R.

I'm Always Right & the Uncommitted

Jenny & Brad-Chad

DELTA
ZETA
Winter Wonderland

CORNELLwBOWLING GREEN

Semi-Formal
December 4, 1992

Trade McCluskey

DON'T DIE WONDERING
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E CHINA

& 'Bruce Sonnenberg

U. OF MAINE*0HI0 STATE
See the spirit & tradition of
Ohio's Holiday Tournament
December 29 & 30 Richfield Coliseum
Cleveland , Ohio
• $10.50 • $12.50 •
Save $2.00 on reserved seating
in your school section
Tickets on sale now at athletic ticket office
PROUDLY SPONSORED BY:

Julie Marie Qumban
& QrcgStinson
"Belh Myers
er Tom Hughes

Julia Winners
& Aaron Gardner
Shannon Javri
tr 'Brian Thimling
Amy Vedinghaus
er Matt "Berg
Chris McArtor
&Scott Sigler
Kjm Wails
& Chris Collins
Christi teri
erKpt Miller
Wendy ■Better
tr George Vert
Stephanie Von Almen
& Jamey Chinnock.

FAST FREE DELIVERY
N. Main St.
S. Main St.
Woodland Mall
Full Service
Express Service
Drive Thru
352-8230
353-1231

H/A/m

& Qreg Tackf tt

Hurt; Em*

Information call (216) 659-2107 » group sales (216) 659-2153
Tuesday . Dec. 29
Wednesday . Dec. 30
* Bowling Green vs Cornell
* Third Place Game
* Ohio State vs U. of Maine
* Championship Game
* Action starts at 6:OOpm both nights *

& Jeremy Vale

& Chad Sciwaberow

er Jeff'Brutaksr
•Kim Menmga

er Craig 'Burrows

AmyKplton

Amy Kartiak.

erScott larkfr
Michelle Ammiller

JutWDorian

& Andy AUebach

Shannon Adams

er Greg 'Davidson
Alicia Cercone

er Jeremy "Rising

•Kristin Kfmph

& tick Magold
ai\*w>

& Cos "Denton
Jenn Jones

JaccyXftric

CtevellSchtnr

& "Don Calnen

.Narrow
M"inusrn

C* Jeff Tucks*
Loan fatterson

& 'Brian Reynolds

Larissa Hritskp

er "Kent Sampson

Cathy Iressert

Hot Off The Wok

Jennifer Adkjns

Heidi C Hoffcr
& KsSiy'Beck,
Jamie Loyd
& "Ken Qiltride
■Kjm Saddler
er Mikt Marshall

MaryJeUce
er Keith Weisman
'KfistiSpinell
&Verik.Vu
Tarn Mormon
erLkfDavis
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BG faces CCHA-leading squad Tide play Gators
by Alex Bricker
sports writer
After proving once again they
could beat strong, solid hockey
teams by finishing second in the
Great Alaska Face-off, the Falcons will have to show just how
much they have improved as
they face the Miami University
Redskins this Friday at Miam.
and Saturday at home.
The Redskins are atop the Central Collegiate Hockey Association with a record of eight wins,
one loss and one tie. Miami
skated circles around Ohio State
this weekend, winning 6-2 on Friday and 7-1 on Saturday.
Junior center Brian Savage
leads the Redskins with 14 goals
and seven assists for 21 points in
12 games. Savage earned the
CCHAJMichigan Hockey Magazine offensive player of the week
as he scored five goals and one

assist against the Buckeyes and ses and one tie with a 2.81 goals
had a plus/minus of plus four.
against average and a .889 save
Winger Chris Bergeron percentage. Deschambeault has
(5-12-17), defenseman Joe Cook a record of 4-2-0 with a 3.53 GAA
(4-10-14) and defenseman Bobby and a .853 save percentage.
Marshall (1-13-14) round out the
top scoring for Miami.
"Miami is coming off of a very
impressive sweep against Ohio
State. We expect a very powerful
game from them," Bowling
Green head coach Jerry York
said. "Miami has some outstanding players. Brian Savage is
having a great career and I think
Joe Cook is perhaps the best defenseman in the league."

Bowling Green saw impressive
goaltending during the tournament from Aaron Ellis, who was
named to the all-tournament
team along with Holzinger. Ellis
had a 2-0 record with a total of 49
saves out of 54 shots in the tourney and now has a total record of
4-2-0 with a 3.18 GAA and a .880
save percentage.

The Falcons, with an overall
record of 6-8-0 and 3-7-0 in the
CCHA, are lead by Brian Holzinger. Holzinger (11-8-19)
scored three goals and three assists in the tournament last week
and was named to the alltournament team. Sean Pronger
is second on team scoring

York was indecisive earlier in
the week about who would start
in goal but decided to stick with
the current rotation of Will
Clarke playing Friday night and
Ellis tending net Saturday night.
Senior Rick Mullins sat out
Friday's and Saturday's games
last week with back spasms.

Richard Shulmistra and Kevin
Deschambeault have been sharing time tending the net and have
been producing some pretty impressive numbers. Shulmistra
has a record of five wins, no los-

(10^-16), and Brett Harkins (out
of action with a knee injury)
rounds out the top three scoring
leaders with five goals and nine
assists for 14 points.

Vincent expresses views on baseball
by Ronald Blum
The Associated Press
NEW YORK -- Former commissioner Fay
Vincent said Thursday that baseball owners
lack a "passionate commitment" to minority
hiring and said he wasnt "totally surprised"
by the Marge Schott investigation.
Vincent, speaking during a taping of
NBC's "Later with Bob Costas" that will be
broadcast Monday night, said "baseball is
about as racist as the country."
"Baseball has a long way to go," Vincent
said about minority hiring. "I think it requires commitment from ownership. I don't
think there is a lot of commitment from
ownership. They may think it's the right
thing to do, but there's not passionate commitment."
Vincent, who resigned Sept. 7 following an
18-9-1 no-confidence vote from owners,
spoke generally about the controversy surrounding Schott, the Cincinnati Reds owner

who has been accused of slurring blacks,
Jews and Asians.
"I wasn't totally surprised this issue came
to light," Vincent said.
Asked if he had heard Schott make remarks similar to the ones she has been accused of making, Vincent said: "I'm not going to answer that because that leads to the
question: 'How many owners have used similar slurs.'"
Baseball, which didn't open to black
players until Jackie Robinson played for the
Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947, has been under
fire for minority hiring since 1987, when
Dodgers general manager Al Campanis said
on national television that blacks "may not
have some of the necessities" to hold frontoffice jobs. Campanis quit under pressure
two days after making his remarks.
Baseball says that since 1988 the number
of minorities in baseball front-office jobs
has increased from 3 percent to 16 percent.
Only one of the 45 f rent-of f ice employees for
the Reds is a minority.

Vincent compared baseball's attitude
toward minorities to that of the nation.
"The country is still suffering from the
hangover of the last 50, 100 years, and we
still have a long way to go," he said.
Vincent also defended his handling of
Steve Howe and criticized the decision by
arbitrator George Nicolau to overturn the
lifetime ban Vincent imposed after the
pitcher's seventh drug- or alcohol-related
incident. Vincent was accused of harassing
New York Yankees officials who testified
that the lifetime ban was too severe.
"Anybody in baseball who goes out and
says 'I don't agree with baseball's drug policy or gambling policy' has, in effect, resigned," Vincent said.
He compared the stance of Yankees general manager Gene Michael, manager Buck
Showalter and executive Jack Lawn to the
civil disobedience by those who disagreed
with restrictive racial policies.

for first SEC title
by Rick Warner
The Associated Press
After Ty Cobb won the
American League batting title
in 1913, Shoeless Joe Jackson
lamented: "What a hell of a
league this is. I hit .408, .395
and .373 the last three years
and I ain't won nothin' yet."
Alabama coach Gene Stallings must feel the same way
heading into Saturday's inaugural Southeastern Conference championship game in
Birmingham.
Although the Crimson Tide
has won 21 straight, including
an 8-0 SEC record this season,
Stallings' team won't even
win the league title unless it
beats No. 12 Florida in Division I-A's first playoff game.
A victory would send second-ranked Tide to the Sugar
Bowl for a national championship showdown against
No. 1 Miami. A loss would put
them in the far •
less-glamorous Citrus Bowl
against No. 15 Ohio State.
The SEC created the
playoff after expansion
forced the league to split into
two six-team divisions. Alabama won the West, while
Florida (8-3 overall, 6-2 SEC)
won the East.
As their records indicate,
Alabama is the better team.
Led by a smothering defense
that leads the nation in every
major category, the Tide has
rolled over its first 11 opponents by an average margin
of 20 points.
Florida, meanwhile, is coming off a 45-24 loss to thirdranked Florida State. The Gators also were beaten handily

New
Cherished Teddies
10% OFF

Yankee Candles - Christmas, Too!
10% OFF
10% OFF

We are siving away
GREAT STUFF
• Register to Win •
Hallmark
Collectible Ornaments

20% OFF
We Have Star Trek!

Personalized
Muss
reg. $5.95
$3.49
Mylar Balloons
reg. $2.49
$1*99
Decoratins Special
35 light set

only$1»00 Limit 4
TINSEL 99<

Whisper In
Santa's Ear
1-4pm
our Elves will
take your
Photo with Santa.

FREE
5x7 For You!

You are invited to oar first annual

STUDENT
SHOPPING
SUNDAY

December 6
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Prescriptions 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

PILLS IT PACKAGES
111 RAILROAD ST.
Bowling Green
(Behind Hardbodys Gym)

Great specials all through the store on everything you
need to get ready for the holidays and
on everyday needs, too.
Take advantage of the SPECIALS and then present
your Student I.D. for an

ADDITIONAL 10% OFF!

The student discount applies to EVERYTHING*
including prescriptions.
* except lottery and tobacco

DON'T HlSS ITI
BRING YOUR FRIENDS!

Gifts, Too.

1 Colored Ink

by Tennessee and Mississippi
State early in the season before going on a seven-game
winning streak.
Florida has a potent offense
that features quarterback
Shane Matthews and running
back Errict Rhett. Matthews
has set 45 school records and
13 SEC marks, while Rhett is
the third-leading rusher in
Florida history.
But they will be facing an
Alabama defense that is giving up just eight points and
183 yards per game, including
a miserly 57 on the ground.
Mississippi State, which lost
to Alabama 30-21, is the only
team to score more than 11
points against the Tide,
Alabama has too mr.ch at
stake and too much talent to
lose to Florida, which handed
the Tide its last defeat, 35-0 at
Gainesville early last season.
The Tide is favored by 10
points... ALABAMA 28-10.
No. 11 Nebraska (minus 28)
vs. Kansas St. at Tokyo
Cornhuskers win Big Eight
title and Orange Bowl berth...
NEBRASKA 42-10.
Army (minus 4 ) vs. Navy at
Philadelphia
Tradition is great, teams
are not... ARMY 28-24.
Pittsburgh (plus 16) at Hawaii
Rainbow Warriors heading
to Holiday Bowl ... HAWAII
38-24.
Last week: 8-1 (straight);
6-3 (spread).
Season: 173-52 (straight);
105-99 (spread).

BEARS • BEARS
BEARS
All Sizes
Great Prices
Snowberry Bear
Only 58»95 others from
$1.95

Any
Ornament
from our
Window Tree
$5.00
-Limit 2 Please1

Gift Wrap
Boxed Cards

25% OFF
All
Gift Bass

20% OFF
Gift Tags 494
30 sq. ft.

Roll Wrap 3/$2
- Limit 3 Please -

10% OFF
ALL Photo Albums
and
Picture Frames
in Stock
Great Gift Ideas!
Developing
Special
Size

Roll

$1*99 Doubles

Kodak Film
2pk.
100sp$5.99
200sp $6.99
400sp $7.99

Friday, December 4, 1992

White
wins M VP
The Associated Press

TOLEDO -- Bowling
Green quarterback Erik
White has been chosen for
the second straight year as
the winner of the Vern
Smith Award honoring the
Mid-American Conference's most valuable player.
White
and
former
Bowling
Green

quarter-

back
Brian
McClure
are the
only twoWUte
time winners of the award in its
11-year history. McClure
won the award in 1984 and
1985.
Voting for the award,
which White received
Wednesday, is conducted
by the conference's head
coaches and a panel of news
media representatives.
White, a senior from
Massillon, Ohio, helped the
Falcons compile a two-year
record of 20-3 overall and
16-0 in the conference and
win two straight MAC
championships. Bowling
Green will represent the
conference against Big
West Conference champion
Nevada at the inaugural Las
Vegas Bowl on Dec. 18.
White led the MAC in
total offense this year with
2,467 yards for an average
of 224.3 yards per game. He
completed 19S of 344 pass
attempts for 2,380 yards
and 17 touchdowns.
Other finalists were Akron's Chris Owens, Ball
State's Corey Croom, Central Michigan's Joe Younglood, Eastern Michigan's
Sean Shoda, Kent's John
Lorentz, Miami of Ohio's
Curt McMillan, Ohio University's Jason Carthen,
Toledo's Dan Williams and
Western Michigan's Paul
Hutchins.

Please give blood.
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Reynolds wins case against IAAF
by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS -- Butch Reynolds
said Thursday he feels his reputation has been cleared after a
federal judge awarded him $27.3
million from his two-year legal
battle with track's ruling body.
"All along I've said I was innocent and now I the United States
courts say it based on the evidence and the facts," Reynolds
said. "I feel comfortable with my
name and reputation again."
Reynolds, the world-record
holder in the 400 meters, was
banned for two years by the International Amateur Athletic
Federation after a meet in Monte
Carlo in August, 1990. The IAAF
said Reynolds had tested positive
for the anabolic steroid nandro-

lone during a random test, a
charge that Reynolds denied.
He fought the case through the
court system, getting a Supreme
Court ruling in June which allowed him to run in the U.S.
Olympic trials in New Orleans.
He finished fifth and did not
qualify for the Olympics.
Because he ran in the trials, the
IAAF extended the suspension
four months through Dec. 31,
1992.
Reynolds returned to the
courts again and filed suit in
Columbus, where he ran his college track for Ohio State and
where he now lives. U.S. District
Court Judge Joseph Kinneary
found that Reynolds, a silver
medalist in the 400 at the 1988
Olympics, lost $6.8 million in potential earnings during the more

than two years he has been suspended by the IAAF. In addition,
Reynolds was awarded $20.5 million in punitive damages.
"There will be no comment
from the IAAF, nor from the
president obviously," said Enrico
Jacomini, chief of staff to IAAF
President Primo Nebiolo. "The
IAAF has repeatedly said the
judge has no jurisdiction in this
case."
The IAAF did not contest the
lawsuit.
Kinneary cited two U.S. Supreme Court decisions which
said there was nothing which
would preclude a district court
from having jurisdiction over
matters involving an amateur
athletic organization. He also
cited a federal statute which
gives a federal court jurisdiction

in matters between a U.S. citizen
and an "alien association."
In his decision, Kinneary
wrote, "The evidence before the
Court clearly establishes a substantial likelihood that the
IAAF"s report of Reynolds' drug
use was not only false, but that it
was disseminated with malice."
Despite what Reynolds called
"2 years of hell," his legal team
said the hard part was still ahead.

and the IAAF.
"Until they pay him this
money, we can disrupt their ability to carry on business in the
normal course, and we will do
so," Gall said.
Danny Everett, one of three
runners who had sided with the
IAAF against Reynolds in court,
said the ruling "sends a message
to the IAAF that it needs to be
fair to all athletes so things don't

"The IAAF has a lot of business
agreements in the United
States," said one of Reynolds' attorneys, John Gall. "They make a
lot of money here. It is our belief
that that money is reachable."
Gall said that might mean investigating the relationships between The Athletics Congress
and the U.S. Olympic Committee

get this far again."
Reynolds' coach. Brooks Johnson, said the ruling showed "the
court system can still protect the
underdog."
Reynolds said he had been in
training and hopes to return to
action Feb. 8 at a meet in New
York City.

Browns happy to have Kosar
The Associated Press

BEREA - The Cleveland Browns are
happy to have Bernie Kosar at quarterback
again, even if his first game back was the
least productive of his career.
"Just with him under center, we can do a
lot more because he's one of the better mental quarterbacks in the league," wide
receiver Michael Jackson said. "He's able to
audible away from things. That's a big, big
plus for him and for the whole team."
Kosar returned from a 10-week layoff
Sunday and passed for only 59 yards in the
Browns' 27-14 victory over the Chicago

Bears. He completed 8 of 17 passes - several
of the incompletions were dropped, including one to Lawyer Tillman in the end zone ~
and was sacked three times.
Kosar, however, attributed the meager
numbers to a game plan that grew more conservative as the game unfolded. The Browns
jumped on top early when linebacker David
Brandon returned an interception 92 yards,
and there seemed to be no need to gamble
offensively on a lot of passes after that. Kosar was not intercepted.
"Actually, I'll take 10 more years of games
like that, where we're in control of the
game," Kosar said. "We were up a TD or two

through most of the game, and we played it
extremely close to the vest not to make any
mistakes."
Kosar had missed the previous nine games
because of a broken ankle sustained in a loss
to Miami the second week of the regular
season. During the interim, Todd Philcox
started once, in a win over the Los Angeles
Raiders, but broke his thumb in that game.
Mike Tomczak started the next eight games
and went 4-4.
Jackson said it didn't take long for the
receivers to readjust to Kosar.
"Once you've played with someone, it's
just a matter of mentally referring back."

Players adjust to new offense
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Harold Green,
the featured back in the Cincinnati Bengals' running game, says
he will adjust as needed if the
Bengals go to a pass-dominated
offense under new starting quarterback David Klingler.
The advantage in doing more
passing is that opponents may
find it harder to anticipate and
defend against his rushing attempts, Green said.
"For a running back, this
offense is more of a sit-back-andwait-your-tum kind of thing. But
it does have the advantage of
spreading out the defense and

giving you some big holes to run
through," he said.
The Bengals had relied heavily
on running the ball this season
until Klingler, the rookie quarterback, took over Sunday
against Pittsburgh for benched
starter Boomer Esiason. Klingler, who set 51 NCAA records
as the University of Houston's
passer before becoming the Bengals' No. 1 draft choice, tried 52
passes against the Steelers, completing 16 of 34 passes for 140
yards, no interceptions and no
touchdowns as Pittsburgh won,
21-9.
"I don't know that this is our
offense for the long term, but if it

is, I'll adjust," Green said. age of 20.5 times. He carried only
"That's what being a professional 16 times against Pittsburgh, but
gained 116 yards.
is all about."
Shula said the third-year back
Coach Dave Shula said he should receive votes for the Pro
wants the Bengals to run the ball Bowl.
more often than they did Sunday.
"Harold doesn't naturally gain
But he said Klingler was allowed
to throw more often, and to oper- a lot of attention. He's kind of a
ate with a reduced variety of quiet person, but his performplays to choose from, to make his ance says a lot," Shula said.
debut somewhat simpler.
The Bengals play Sunday at
Green has gained 830 yards Cleveland. The Bengals won
this season and is on course to their previous meeting this
rush for more than 1,000 this season, 30-10 over the Browns in
season. The Bengals are 4-8. But Cincinnati on Nov. 1.
in the four games they won with
Esiason, Green carried an aver-
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Cavaliers
trade Kerr
The Associated Press

RICHFIELD -- The Cleveland Cavaliers announced
Thursday that they have
traded guard Steve Kerr to
the Orlando Magic in
exchange for Orlando's
second-round draft choice
in the 1996 NBA draft.
Bob Price, a spokesman
for the Cavaliers, said the
team had no additional
comment on the trade.
Kerr had confirmed
Monday that the trade was
all but completed. He said
he was sad to leave Cleveland but excited to be going
to the Magic, which leads
the Atlantic Division.
The 6-3 Kerr, 27, has been
with the Cavaliers since
1989-90. He went into this
season as the National Basketball Association's alltime leading 3-polnt shooter
with a .475 average. He
ranks second in the Cavaliers' history in foul shooting with a .850 percentage.
A University of Arizona
graduate, Kerr had played
in only five games this
season, getting 41 minutes
and scoring 12 points.

Rent Now For FaU 1993

COLUMBIA COURT
APARTMENTS
B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex
Close to B.G.S.U.
Features:
• Large 3 Bedroom Apartments
• 2 Full Bathrooms
• Economical Heating
• Fully Furnished
• Laundromat on Premises
• Close to Campus

HE'S MAKING A LIST AND
CHECKING IT TWICE ...
1.
2.
3.
4

Campus Manor
Rockledgc Manor
615 Second St.
701 Fouth St.

R.E. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad Street
352 - 9302
Mon - Frl 8-5

9. 755 Manville
10. 777 Manville

5. 825 Third St.

6. 640 Eighth Si.
7.841 Eighth St
8. 733 Manville

Currently leasing for Spring
Summer and Fall 1993.
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FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
UAO

UAO

GREENBRIAR INC., MGR.

Vs

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

TAKE A BREAK!

•93 - '94
KKOCHURES
ICI AI»V
• Over 400 apartments, houses and
duplexes to choose from
• Professionally managed
• Full time maintenance
• No parental guarantee
• Some locations allow pets
• No application fee
• 9 and 12 month leases available

UAO

1
I

Call us at 352-0717 for
more information.

GO TOBOGGRNING WITH W^\
December 6,1992, Only $5.00 for transportation

NEWIWE
Kvniak

328 S. Main
Our Only

Office

352-5620

Leave BGSU @ 11am

Return @ 6pm (latest)

Sign up Now in 330 Union (8S® Office)
g Slip and Slide on the ice run @ Pokagon State Park!

J
J,

DON'T MISS THE H \!
For more information, please call
the (£fi@ office, 2-2343 or 2-7164.
UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO.UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
■ Friends of the Deal'
X-mas it almost hare. Get into the holiday sptnt
with us. Loam X mas signs and 1H lamiliar
stones in signed English. OOOpm. 202 Educ.
Sunday.
BOWUNO GREEN FALCON LACROSSE
Another aaeeon of competitive LACROSSE
la about to get underway. Anyone Intereated In participating In SPRING LACROSSE mutt attend
MEETING INFORMATION
WHEN: Thursday, Dee. 10, »:0Opm
WHERE: BA Building, Room 104
It unable to attend, contact UNCON
HERSHGBERGER at 352-4307.
MARK YOUR CALENDARS"!
Don't mist the Candlelight Uaaa
BGSU's Advent/Christmas celebration!
Dae. 13rh.8 00p m
Lenhan Grand Ballroom

"ORDEROF OMEGA'"
Mandatory selections meebng for all current
members Sunday. Dec. 6, 4:00 at Phi Kappa
Psi House.
^—^
— PHI KAPPA TAU • PHI KAPPA TAU ~
Chrutmaa it coming EARLY thit year!
— PHI KAPPA TAU • PHI KAPPA TAU —

TrSTTSTTSDavid's House-Aids Hospice
Friendly Cenler-Chndren Center
Sunshine Home-Woman's Home
Humane Sooely & More
Kick-Off Dec. 5th
•ITS'ITS'ITS*
•rrs • rrs • rrs*
Be
Educated
Wilti
Aids
Rapidly
Escalanng
•ITS-ITS-rrs-

Pi Sigma Alpha S Pie-Law Sooely present
Roger Anderson, Univ. ot Toledo LAW Guru
Agenda: Law school, career.
preparations A strategies.
Wed . Dec 9.6:00 pm. BA 110

All Organizations and Chapters
Participate in the
13th Annual leadership Conlerence
Showcase displays on February 12th A 13tfl.
More info, and applications are in
425 Student Services
Apply by Jan. 29,1993.

SCECDec. 6. 7pm, Rm 115 ED Lir Wells
from Sunshine Children's Home will be speaking on Respite Care. It you care about and
want to help special children, come find out
how. Free door prizes and refreshments'
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

Alpha Phi Omega
To: The Pledges:
Get psyched for Saturday1
Activation is finally here!
-Love Membership Committee
Alphe Phi Omega
Lil'Jefl.
I'm so proud ol you'
Get psyched lor Activation I
-Luv. Your Big, Angela

Last mealing of 1992"
Info Session
Thursday, December 3, 2:30 pm
Tin Room-3rd Floor, Union
See the Country!!
Take the Chance!!
TOMORROW NIGHT i
SATURDAY. DECEMBER 5
AT CAMPUS POLLYEYES...
BG'S OWN FOLK ROCK HERO
AND LOCAL MUSIC MAVEN
DEREK WOLFGRAM!
DEREK WOLFGRAMI
DEREK WOLFGRAM!
W.C. HUMANCE SOC Pet/People pholos
with Santa Saturday. Dec 5th, to 3 pm Blue
R.pbon Photo tip, Call 352-7339
WBGUFM STAFF MEETING
Tuesday. December 8.1992
Al 900 pm in 111 South Hall
MANDATORY-See you there!
World Student Association presents
German coffee hour. Explore Germany and its
culture Friday. December 4,7-9 pm on the 11th
floor, Otfenhauer West. Supply yourself and
we'll supply the rest. Everyone welcomel

SERVICES OFFERED
Open Now1!! Altra Auto Rental
We rent to qualified 18 to 20 yr. olds.
Featunng weekend A vacation specials.
Phone 353-3340 or 885-8208
Pregnant' We can help.
Free pregnancy tests A supportive services.
Call 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Call 352-3987 from 6am - 9pm

PERSONALS

An out-of-BG experience!'
Take classes at BGSU in
FRANCE
Summer or academic year
Information meeting: Tues . Dec. 6
7:00 pm, French House (or call 2-2667)

• rrs • rrs • ITS •
Into The Streets Kick Of!
Community Service Events
Dec. 5th, 1000am
Kohl Hall Study Lounge
•Everyone Welcome*
• ITS 'ITS "ITS-

YORK

HUE

ALPHA XI 'THETA CHI
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta wish to congratulate Jenean Wiener on her recent lavaliering
to Theta Chi Ted Gram bo
ALPHA XI •THETA CHI
As your food coupons run out. look for our valuable coupons across the campus!
Campus Pollyeyes. 440 E Court. 352-9636
ATTENTION STUDENTS!
If you have a job that is related to your major,
stop by the Co-op Program to register lor academic recognition. 238 Adm. 372-2451
ATTENTION STUDENTSI
Awesome Panama City Spring Break*
8 days, beachfront room w/kitchen. $1191
Walk to best bartl Deposit due 12-11 -921

1-800-678-6386
AZD'DTD-AZDTJTD
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta wish to congratulate Dee Wilkinson on her JALBREAK pinning to Delta Tau Delta Alum. Kit Nickel
AZO'OTD'AZD'DTD
Bete' Alpha Gam
MM and Scon.
Tis the season for laughter and cheer,
Along with winter, semi-formal is here.
Your dates are ready to have some fun,
Because the holiday season has begun.
Tonya and Chrit
Bets •Alpha Gam
Campus Pollyeyes presents a Special Holiday
Meal like mom makes. Your choice of spaghetti
or lasagna with salad bar and a slice ot pumpkin pie for $4.95
Campus Polleyes 440 E Court
Cleveland Plain Dealer needa Jr.
Ad/Joum/Mktg ma|ora 2.8 GPA to work
Advertising Accounts for Summer 1993.
Must have dependable car. Pref. Cteve. area
atudente w prior ealeo eip. Apply Co-op
off 236 Adm. 2-2451 ASAP

LISTEN!
Love, Duke
Sic Sic,
LISTEN!

RICH - Wowl You're so incredible.
DON • You're a sweet-smelling hunk ol burning
love.
KENT - You're too sexy in those oven mitts.
BRIAN - The next President of the Hair Club for
Mm.

love.???
GregD,
LISTEN!
Love. T. Funk

Theyll be dnnking, dancing and
lots ol tunes.
So gel psyched boys, the party suns soon i
Love, Cathy. Amy. Clevell. and Kim
DZ-TKE-DZ-TKE
FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOtCATION
ANNOUNCES: SECRET STOCKINGS
13 00-125 to reveal name of sender.
Wo will deliver on or off campusl
MATH SCIENCE BUILDING
Mon-Wed.7-9.il 00-3:00
FOR SALE: One Gerth Brooketicket for
December 11 concert in Cleveland. Accepting
best offer Call Steve at 352-7321
Good |ob Exhibits Committee!
For all your hard work on
-Winter Full of Wonderland"
Brenda Allen
Megan Carey
Julie Cook
Tabitha Hendncks
Heidi Hummel
Lisa King
Ca-la Rose
Love, Your Favorite Director, Barb
HAPPY HOURS AT MT MUGGS
SPONSORED BY IPC CLUB
TONITE 5:00-6:00 OPEN TO ALLI
HELP! I NEED GRADUATION TICKETS!
Willpaylll
Please call 372«490.
HO HO HO" Solve your gih giving problems.
Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court. 352-9638.

LISTEN!

Into the Streets will not be going to Martha's
Soup Kitchen on Fn.. Dec. 4.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S INDE
PENDENT ICE HOCKEY - JAN. 14. COED A
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL • JAN. 19: MEN'S
BASKETBALL • JAN. 20; MEN'S A WOMEN'S
TEAM HANDBALL - JAN. 21; MEN'S A WOMEN'S ULTIMATE FRISBEE - JAN. 21; MEN'S
BOWLING - JAN. 26. ALL ENTRES DUE BY
400 P.M. ON DUE DATE IN 130 FIELDHOUSE.
le etreaa from final getting you down? Then
Join UAO A The Weimess Center Dae. I,
1992,1 pm, 305 Moaeley. Get e few llpe on
how to deal with your STRESS! lie FREE!
KKG • KKG • KKG ■ KKG ■ KKG
Congratulations to:
Robin Montii
Amy Schermer
Sarah Wells
Tamara Eggert
Kristina Dobos
Mandi Goldie
For being inducted into ihe Golden Key
National Honor Society.
Congratulations:
Molly Egan
Lo White
Missy Vernon
ValMays
For being selected as Onentaoon Leaders!
Way to go Erin Dewertl for being selected as
the Kappa Sigma pledge dass sweetheart.
Introducing the New Panhellenic Treasurer,
AMY SCHERMER! We are all very proud of
you!

Desperately seeking.. Kely B. A died S.
See you tonile at semi-formal!
Love...your DZ "Susans"

We would also like to congratulate Molly Egan,
who was selected to be a University Ambassador.

DZ • DZ A Aaron G • DZ • DZ
McO, my fnend.
Tonight's the dance
And after which
we'll find romance.
Youll look GREAT
In your suit that's new
And always know, Zeko
I love youll Love, Juka
Into the Streets Kick-Off
BEWARE Dec. 5 10:00am at Kohl Hall. Refreshments provided by Hotel Lobby Doughnuts and Subway.
INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES MUST BE
PCKED UP BY FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11.
1992 IN 108 REC CENTER FRATERNITIES
MAY CARRY OVER TO SPRING SEMES
TER
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: MANDATORY CLINIC • JANUARY
20, 1993 - 7-10 00 P.M. M FtELDHOUSE
HvVSPORT CLUB CONFERENCE ROOM.
APPLY IN 106 REC CENTER (FALL SEMES
TER) OB 130 FIELDHOUSE (SPRING SEMESTER.)

And. congratulations are also in order to Deb
Cordes, who was recognized at "Who't Who"
Among Amencan College Students.
KKG ' KKG ' KKG • KKG • KKG
Lee.
Thanks lor the tip about 'IE Club 8 " I called
the Rec Center (2-2711) and found out It meets
weekly from Jan. 27 to Spring Break and I have
the choice of several meeting times A trained
graduate student leads the hour long meetings
lo help me ael responsible self-improvement
goals. Ill also get to learn about nutntnn, fitnest, stress A time management, and other
wellness topics I' you haven't signed up yet.
Its not too late' Good luck with the temetter
and thanks for the Dp!
Chrit
MARK YOUR CALENDARS"!
Don't mitt the Candlelight Mass
BGSU's Advent/Chnsmat celebration I
Dec 13lh. 8:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
MARK YOUR CALENDARSIII
Don't mitt the Candlelight Mats.
BGSU't Advem/Chrittmat celebration I
Dec. 13th, 8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
MARK YOUR CALENDARSIII
Don't miss the CandlelIght Mm
BGSU't Advent/Chntmas celebmionl
Dec 13th. 8 00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Out Of
Town
...OuBJft! MM*
MM*
MIT
MjMerid
MM*
CtMtalka
MM*
MM*
Taipei
Tctkyo

•ftstsviid from Ono.tapel <e» veW from CoWnbul
or Dtyton. fern subject to eaee^ssmcBom
app*. lees vrfld for ospartumtJvouari Dec. 1991

Council Travel
8 E. 13th Ave. Ccxumbus, OH 43901

1-4.14-994-S696
till lor a (Ml Student Travels Maoaunc

looking lor 1 male tublaer. for spring. Huge
apt. 2 bdrmt . 2 full bathe, lots ol closet space,
furnished, air, laundry lacil. Great roommates.
Call 352-1756 or 1 625 4403 (wkende.) Ask for
Craig. No deposit requited.

Love. Peil-man

LISTEN!

Fred and Frieda,
LISTENI
Love, Tom and Dave

Male needed to sublease lor Spring Semester
"93. Large house dose to campus. Own room,
low rent and utilities. Call 352-8200.
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
by 12/20/92
$182 SO/month • utilities
Close to campus and own room.

Call 3520946

Public Urmalors.
Love. The Boner
Pumpkin Thieves.

Need 2 to 4 sublessors for 2 bedroom apL 801
5th St 13 - $145.00 a month plus electric
Cable tree until May. Come and see or call

354-3402.'

LISTENI
Love. B.G.PD.
Duke,
What the I •
it LISTENI
LISTEN!
Nails-Fiber glass. *35.00 Fill. $17.00. Acrylic.
$25 00; Fill, $15.00. Nail piercing, $5.00. Campus Headquarters ' 354-2244
Phi Slg ■ Phi Slg ■ Phi Slg
Congratulations to:
Kevin Zimmerman A Joe Romano
lor making IFC Executive Council.
Phi Slg • Damn Proud ■ Phi Slg
Phi Sig • Phi Sig • Phi Sig
Congratulations to our two new inmates:
Rod Bauer
Nate Clements
Phi Sig • Damn Proud' Phi Sig
Santa and the Elves are Coming!II

Howard Russ
In two days itll be 2 Years!
I can'i believe it's finally here.
I love you even more than I did before
A in the years to come 111 love you morel
Happy Anniversary - Jami

HOUSEMATE WANTED
Your own room in a large 2 bdrm. house.
1 other housemate. $170/mo.dep
Call Gary 353-0662

M/F roommate to share furnished house 1
block from campus $135/month + uolrties.
Call Joe at 372-5552.

Holiday Hot tub rental Treat your friends to a
relaxing weekend in a luxurious spa. Special
holiday rales, call 352-5475.

Could the person who stole my Sony Discman
from duty's on Sunday night please return It to
Rodgers, room 149? NO QUESTIONS
ASKED!

T Get 1

354©72B2

Housemate wanted. Own mom - non-smokers.
$150 plus ml. Lance 655-3064.

LISTEN!

LISTENI
11/20/92 Sigma Phi Epsilon 11/20/92
Brothers of the Week: Brett Frakes. Mike
Smith. Jeff Murphy, Crag Francisco, Kurt Mellon, Camon Schooley, Walt Ralph. Ed Mans
Athlete ol the Week: Rick Pitmgolo

REGGAE, mon
At Easy Street on Fri.. Dec. 11
with the ARK Band!
Roots and culture. Walk good I

DZ-TKE-DZ-TKE
Aaaah Takes H You Rulal
The festivities begin promptly at 6.
'Cause some DZ s A Tekes are ready 10 mix.
One heH of a Ome wi be had by all.
We guarantee that you'll have a ball

Love. Jane

OS EA Meeting
Wed .Dec.9that9:00pm
US EDUCATION
Topic: Retention-Does It Help?
Speaker: Mr. Kirkbnde
(PrinopaJ ot Shore land Elementary)

E I
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The BG News

SIGMA KAPPA
Look out BGSUI! The Sig Kap Seniors are on
the loose" Meet at the Palace at MOD Be
there"
SIGMA KAPPA • SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations Andrea Paoone tor being
crowned Mist Oho" Good luck in the Mss
USA Pageant" We are so proud o! youll
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Brother ol the Week: Todd Young
Athletes ol the Week: Todd Young A Dan Fry
SigEp
Sig Ep Sam Soz: Outstanding job, Exec!
You'll be missed Best of luck New Execl
Sigma Phi Epsilon
SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Lowest avail, pnees t> Florida,
Jarmca, Cancun. Call Jvn at 353-1159.
WE WANT TO BE PARENTS
Wishing to adopt a baby through independent
adoption...
If you can help us cad:
Bar be and Craig (419)893-1277.

WANTED
$ NEED A SUB-LETTOfl? $
Male seeks quiet pad and friendly
roommate(s) on east end of town
for Spr. 93 only. Wnte to make
wknd. apptmt. before DEC 5TH:
Brian B 2801 Clague Bd
North Olmtetd, OH 44070-1171
1 female roommate needed to sublease
apartment for Spnng Semester. 352-2851.
1 female roommate needed for Spring semester. Close to campus. Contact Lisa or M J. at
352-1339 or leave message.
1 FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
Spring temetter. $i50/mo. All uOI. included.
Close to campus. 354-6701
1 female subleaser needed for Spring ■93.
$13«Vmo. plus gas A alec. Own large room.
Ckite to campus Call 353-0124 bi info
1 male roommate for Spring '93. Ctoee to
campus! CSII352-2488.
1 male eubteaeer tor Spring '93. Furnished
apt., VERY cloae to eampue, cheap utilities
A NO MAY RENT! Call TVm for detaHa-353-8907.
1 male subleaser for Spring '93 temetter.
$157.50/month. Own room, quiet.

352-7068.
1 or 2 female tubleasers.

Large apt. Own large room.
EXTREMLY PRIVATE
$175 plus ui.il Pam 353-5112.
1 subleaser for Spring W
$650 • cheap utilities Own room.
Cat Heather at 352-3001
Desperately need one roommate for Dec.-Jan.
nil May. Furnished on E Wootter across from
Founders only $128/month * utilities Call

353-3504
Female roommate needed tor Spring Semester. $17SYmonth • uM. - Fully furnished. Call
3533213.
^^__^^__
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
tor Spring and/or Summer "93
Very close to campus, own room
Call Kathy a! 352-0830
Female roommate tor Spnng to share dean,
next to campus apt Hat cable, air conditioning
A two great roommates Call 3533318.
Thankal
Female subleaser needed for Spring '93
Only $12* mo .utilities
Pay until May, June thru Aug. - FREEH
Call 353-9402.

Nooded subleasers for Spring 1993 for a two
bedroom apartment-University Village. Contaa
353-6868.
Non-smoking female needed lo sublease furnished apartment across for campus. Will pay
secunty deposit Amy 352-8385.
One female to share apt lor Spring TO. Rent
$13250 • util. Close to campus. Call
3533823.
One lemale subleaser for Frazee Apts.
2 bedroom/2 bath
$i50/mo.. share ol utilities.
Call 3533519.

Roommate needed to share furnished home in
BG. Male grad pre! Can 354-6701 or
352 1631.
Roommate needed tor Spring eemealer.
Ores! apt., own room, furnished A cable.
$ 190 mo . a hared ul II. Call Kurt 353-4533
Spring subleaser needed.
Furnished apt. - Own mom.
Winthrop Tenace North
Call Ralph or Steve 353-9118.

SUBLEASER NEEDED
One or two people to sublease apt for Spring
Semester Call Greg 513 836-3246.
Subleaser needed immediately'
t112 50/month . utilities. Dec. rent FREE
Please call 352-5122. leave message

Subleaser needed Male or female. Jan-May
Own bdrm.. A/C, cable, lurnithed.
$25000/mo. Ind. util. Third St. Call Jamie
354 1807.
Wanted Subleaser:
Own room, dose to campus.
Util. induded in rent.
Call 3530437.

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo, Oh. 43604
Phone

(419) 255-7769 or
I-80O589-6O05

FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
Immedialety through May
OWN LARGE ROOM
Cheap utilities.
FREE use of adjoining health spaCall: 352-9691
HELP! I am going lo Washingon DC. Desperately need 1 male roommate at Summit TeritotApts. Call 352-9501.
Help! Non-smoking female needed » sublease
Spring semester Rent (apt) It $187 a month.
Pool (for mote hot April days') and campus
shuttle art free. No secunty deposit and May la
already paid lor. Own rooml Call Krisne
354-7597.

FOR SALE:
A-FRAME LOFTS
$80 OR BEST OFFER
CALL SHANNON 372-4710
Guitar Amp
Carvm 60 Wan Amp
2 channels, Great Distortion
New speaker
Call Todd 353-272S
HONDA ACCORD
1983 Brown $1100
VERY DEPENDABLE. Call Chns 2-1995
IBM - 512K Comptllble Computer - Two 5 1/4
Disk Dnves A Color Monitor - Software. $375
or best offer. Call Daron at 372-2455 or
3725890
.
Items for tale - Great Christmas gifts'
2- 12 speed mountain bikes (practically new)
and a pair of American Acoustic Loud
Speakers. Prices neg. Call 353-5022 lor more
Into.
MAC VEGAS BOWL TRIP Dec 14-19. 6
days/5 nights plus air travel • for 1 person.
$370.00. Call lor details. 1 -474-4267
Pentex K100 - Has 3 different lenses, flash attachment, carrying bag and lights. $225. .Call
352-4285.
Perfect Professor Home.
Redecorated. First floor office plus three bedrooms.2 l-2baths.$119.500 874-5544.
Pioneer receiver $125, rowing machine $10,
stereo cabinet $15. lamps $5. Bearcrafier ski
rack $15, Onkyo cassette player $40, leather
bomber coat All m great shape. 353-0661.
Spnng Break in Cancun.
All expenses, from $399.
Prices will change Dec. 18.
Call Joe Pierce, 353-2228

FOR RENT
Bedroom with private bath in large family
home, shared kitchen, quiet, 4 blocks from
campus. $225/month induces all utilities Call
352-3502 dayt or 352 6224 nights. Ask for
Tom.
•••HELPf"
Roommate needed IMMEDIATELY! M or F lo
share 2-bdrm. apt. w/working professional.
Quiet location, own room, $220/mo. ♦ elec.
Please call' 352-8856. Man or Tanna.
" URGENT "
1 suWeaserdesperately needed lor Spring '93
semester Large, furnished apt., dose to campus. Please call 3533335 anytime.
1 lemale roommate needed lo sublease
apartment for Spring Semester. 352-2851
2 bdrm. basement apt. near campus.
354-8800

Wanted: 1 lemale to share apt. w/3 orhert lor
Spring semesler or ASAP. Call 353-1730 for
details

2 bedroom furnished apt.
Available now or next semester.

352-2663.

HELP WANTED
2 bedroom furnished apt. 93-94 school year.
Free heaL water A sewer. H.B.O.
$200 -$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home Easyl No selling.
You're paid direct Fully Guaranteed FREE Intormaoon-24 Hour Hotline 801-379-2900. CopynghHOH171KDH.
Arthur Victor Painting, Inc. is looking for branch
managers for Summer *93. Experience helpful
but not necessary. Complete training and field
support. High Income potential.
8000775-4745.
Attention Alpha Lambda Delta Msmbtrsl
TUTORS ALWAYS WANTED
You've gotta know a lot about something..
Why don't you tutor someone who doesnt?
(ANY course you've taken is acceptable)
Be a volunteer for ALD
Call Paul at 372-5063 for information
Chitdcare providet(s) needed for 1 yr. old A 9
yr. old In my Portage home beginning Jan 4
M-F. 7:30-5. Call 688-5035 evenings
Do you need extra money?
For details, call 666-5683 anytime.
Help' Need lemale babysitter lor 3 children
ages 12,9 A 7 attar school. Need own car. Cal
352-6095 after 6 pm.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make
money teaching English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Make $2,0O0-$4,000» par month.
Many provide room A board » other benefits!
Financially A Culturally rewarding! For International Employment program and application.
call the International Employment Group:
(206)632-1146 exl. J5544.
Summer Opportunities
Premiere children's summer camps in NY, PA.
Mass.. New Eng. have 500 staff positions tor
skilled and chad loving ttudentt: baseball, lacrosse, basketball, fencing, hockey, golf, gymnastics, tennis, nshing. karate, ritetiy. archery,
soccer, volleyball, fitness, wrestling, canoeing,
walerskimg, scuba diving, tailing, WSIlileguardmg, wind surfing, equestrian, orcut,
wood shop, rocketry, ceramics, ropes, pioneering, piano, dance, dramatics, arts and crafts,
guitar. RN't, etc. Male-Female upper dassmen
preferred. Call Ariene 1 -800-443-8428.
Van dnver-pl position to provide transportation
to and from social service agency. Must be between ages 21-65, have valid driver's license
end excellent driving record. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 738, Bowling Green, EC€.

352-2663
2 male subleasers needed for Spnng.
Rent only $550 for entire semester ♦ cheap utiliftst A FREE cable.
Call 354-8894, ask tor Chris A Doug.
Apartment across from campus.
Great location and ineipenelve.
Graduating In December and I need somebody.
Jl 20.mo Will negotiate on price.
Call Craig, 354-5239
I'll give extra Incentives such as
phono/alec.
Available Jan. sublease 3 bdrm. duplex, 1 1/2
baths, carpeted, bsmeni, kitchen appi .
$5l0/mo. plus reasonable util. Cloae lo Univ.
354-4909.
DESPERATE!
Male subleaser needed br Spring semesler
Will pay for deposit and one month's rent
Contact: 352-9236
Efficiency and 1 BDRM apt. lor spr. semester.
Near campus. Call Mecca Mymt 353-5800
Help! 2 tubleasere needed to rent for Spring 93
semester. 1 bedroom, furnished, 1 block from
campus Dosperaiei 353-7803.
Houses & apis Close to campus.
For Summer *93 and 9394 school year.
phone 1-287-3341.
Houses and apartments lor '93-94 school year
12 month leases only. Starting in May. Steve
Smith, 352-8917.
LARGE UNFURNISHED 1 BDRM UTILITCS/CABLE WC $400 MONTH. 354-7257.
LEAVE MESSAGE
Listings Available now.
Cany Rentals, 316 E. Merry as. 353 0325
•9394 school year.
Male roommate wanted. Own room in large
house. Plenty of closet and storage space.
Only $l34/month Spnng Semester only. 122
Fisjee Ave. Call 1-800-729-1673 Ext. 5217.
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED • FREE
CABLE ' CHEAP UTILITIES • ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS ' RENT NEGOTIABLE *
MS4M22.
|
.

FOR SALE

Need 2 people to share large bedroom in great
apL Fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher
$150/month/peraon. Spring "93. Call Jess or
Andrea. 3530091.

16 speed mountain bike, $150.00.
Can Dave. 352-5801.

Need male subleaser A big 2 bdrm Nonsmoker preferred for Spring VS. one mo. free.
Cell 352-8671.

92 Mt. bike w/ free Nintendo.
$400 or ban.

372-3286.
Female subleaser needed for Spring semester
of '93 Cheap" Only $112.50/month . utilities
Call at 353-4035.

EXTRA BEERCANSor BOTTLES?
Creole attractive beer lamps!
Intriguing conversation piece for home or
dorm. Step by step instructions w/ color photo.
Send check or MO for $5 95 to Apar Industry,
P.O. Box 3555. Kent. OH 44240.

Black A white formal w'seq top.
Size 7. $80 00
Call 353-3732.
Bundy Alto Sax
Fabuioul working condition.
Asking $350. Call 352-3449 eves
CHEAP! FBIAI.8. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
1200
88 VW
eS0
87 MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
165
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE lntormason-24 Hour Hotline.
801 -379-2929. Copyright« OH17KJC

Need subleaser for Spring, $13S/mo.
Free heat, water, cable.
First and last month's rent Iree
Negotiable Cell Kelly 354-3103.
One Female Roommate Needed
Spring Semesler
$17S/month . electric starting Jan. 15. Cal
Stacy or Coeeen at 353 71 OS.
Spacious efficiency on N. Main.
Leave message tor Doug or Jane.
353-5423
Subleaser needed tor Spring semester. Apt.
4th A Elm. Two bdmvown mi. 4190 moy2
people $85 plus elec 2 car garage Cal
3530967.
Visage Green Apartments
Now leasing next semester
Also. Summer and Fall 93.
Call or stop by to tee our spacious apartments
between 10-4
354-3533
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Fear and Loathing
at the Survivor Series
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Ahhhhhh!
Instead of
seeing film,
just stay
'Home
Alone'

MANAGING EDITOR
KAREN KOSTER
ART DIRECTOR
LAUREL PAJER

Catherine O'Hara nd John Heard sit stonefaced as they marvel over their roles as If acCauley Ctdktn's parents In the
true modem tragedy • a 'Home Alone' sequel.

by David Huffman
Insider film critic

Home Alone 2 Is subtitled "Lost in New York" referring to where
poor, little, obnoxious Macaulay Culkin does battle with the two escaped
convicts (Joe Pesci and Daniel Stem) from the first film. It should have
been subtitled "Trapped in Hell" because that Is what each and every
one of its audience members Is for close to Iwo hours as he or she
watches a tedious replay of Home Alone.
This appalling example of cinematic deja vu should never have been
made. However, any film that takes In nearly $300 million domestically
at the box office will naturally be rehashed countless times as the producers try to wring every last dollar out of their original idea. The fact
that Home Alone made so much money Is surely one of the greatest
freaks of nature since my brother. Why so many people went to see the
original film, which at Its funniest points was no more than barely amusing, goes beyond all reasoning.
To me, Home Alone was a mean-spirited example of bad slapstick.
The sequel out-does Its predecessor on this level as Mac tortures Pesci
and Stem on a higher level of violence. Mac drops bricks, heavy tools
and bags of mortar on their heads, electrocutes Stem, and sets Pesci's
head on fire all in the name of comedy during the film's last 20 minutes
which play like an exercise In elementary school guerilla warfare. 1 sat In

my seat thoroughly unamused as I marveled over the people In front of
me who were actually laughing.
In recent years parents have been leading campaigns to trim the "explicit" violence of old Bugs Bunny cartoons. Apparently the image of an
animated Daffy Duck getting his bill shot off Is going to scar some fiveyear- old; however, It's all right to show Stem getting a carpentry staple
blasted Into the bridge of his nose by one of Mac's booby traps. It's too
graphic to show Wil E. Coyote falling down a ravine but okay for Mac to
light a kerosene-soaked rope that Pesci and Stem are on, causing them
to fall thirty feet onto concrete. Am I the only one bothered by this pathetic double standard?
I suppose the violence is Justified In the film because Mac is fighting for
his life against two stupid criminals. My problem Is that I was cheering
for the bad guys and would have liked nothing more than for the two of
them to shoot Mac in the head. As It stands, though, Pesci and Stem are
punching bags for a ten-year-old brat. If the rate of violence Increases
with each of the inevitable Home Alone sequels at this rate there will be
graphic impalings by Home Alone 4.
So far I've confined my comments to what comprises only about the
last 20 minutes of the movie. The first hour and a half is almost too boring to even mention, but Just as bad as the film's ending.
Writer/producer John Hughes and director Chris Columbus drench the
first part of the film with so much forced sentimentality and Christmas
songs that they seem to be trying to create a film that will remain a holiday classic for years to come. Neither Columbus nor Hughes Is Frank
Capra and consequently their film has all the charm of a WWF wrestling
match without the wit or the theatricality.

From the Editors...
Hot digglty! After months of cajoling and begging,
we finally got some response from the Insider Wants
Your Feedback letter campaign. Someone has taken
the time to write In and tell us what he or she thinks
of BG's favorite free magazine that comes out every
Friday. Let's read on and find out what this reader
has to say, shall we?
Dear Mister Daneman:
After reading the Insider Magazine for the last
several months, I have noticed a trend - you write
the cover stories, you write the reviews, etc. Is this
your personal spotlight and you do not wish to
share It with people who have talent? You have
talent, but there are others who also possess this
quality.
Instead of writing a letter to, say, the Insider
staff In general, I find myself writing you because
you seem to think the Insider Is your magazine to
do with as you please. You are screwing yourself If
you're doing this for a resume booster, because
my blind grandmother could easily see this Is not a
very well thought-opt and/or diverse magazine,
because It li 90 percent you and your opinion.* * ' ' '

For once in your life, do a reality check ■ fulfill
the position and write a story or editorial - not all
the stories and always the cover story. I don't
think I have ever even seen a review by a female,
or many articles either.
Got a think against women, too?
Sincerely,
Lisa P. Sutyak
615 Offenhauer West
Ahem.
Well...thanks much, everyone, for your support,
but please stop writing to us now.
Join us next semester for our next experiment in
reader feedback with the Write Insider If You Only
Have Something Nice To Say campaign. We have
high hopes for its success.

••••

FROM THE 'PRAISE WHERE PRAISE IS DUE'
DEPT.: Undergraduate Student Government veep
John Babel deserves a good word for his work in attempting to get Student Legal Services to sue the city
of BG for proper and legal ward redislricting It's nice
to see USG do something positive and effective for
the benefit of not Just the students, but for all of BG's
residents'-'■■* ■ • ' *■• ' ' '-' ••' '•*•"■ •'•T-*- ."«"-'i
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Graduate student's
students kids nursery
nurser)

rnnreCI blaCk On White: rhymes carry an adult message
reading her brother Vincent's
Rhymes of the Times Volume
One. Rowers said her brother's
book is more radical and deals with
teens rather than children.
"Being an educator, I think it's
more important (or people to leam
about their black history when
they're young so they can build
self-esteem," said Rowers.

by L isj Gallagher
Insider

The typical nursery rhymes Just
don't cut It sometimes - especially
when everything's sugar and spice
and everything white. But one University graduate student has written
an alternative to the usual Jack and
Jill tales. Rhymes of the Times
II: Black Nursery Rhymes, by
Audrey X Rowers, Is filled with 22
rhymes about black people, whom
Flowers feels have been left out of

Having had problems with her
own identity as a child, Rowers
didn't want young black children to
go through some of the things she
did.
"One time my hair fell out in the
fourth grade because I wanted it
straight just like all the white children," explained Rowers.
"So I wrote a poem called 'Pretty Little Black Girl', Just to show
how beautiful black children are,"
she continued.Pretty little black
girl

An example of one of her histor- aware of the black figures that have
ical rhymes is 'Hideaway Harriet':
made their mark in America.
Harriet Tubman was a run
Rowers had no idea her book
away slave
would be so successful. She began
She was quite courageous and selling it just through mail orders,
but because of its popularity, she is
quite brave
From the south to the north
marketing it in the Toledo/BG
Many slaves she brought forth area.
"With help from my father and
Finally, a price was put on Har- sister, who did all illustrations, and
my brother Vincent, who helped
riet's head
The woman who sald"Be free me write the book, it was able to be
or be dead."
a great success," said Rowers.
Harriet Tubman freed over
Presently, Audrey X Rowers and

300 slaves
She was quite courageous and
quite brave.

Rhymes of the Times II can be
found at the Toledo Public Library
and is for sale at the University
Bookstore.

These poems, according to
Rowers, will help children become

CINEMARK THEATRES
^IMtriMift
WOODLAND
CINEMA
MAii

Smart and brave.

|l2MN MilnSI.
All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID

You don't need a perm or a
nouueau wave
Be proud of the pretty hair God
gave.

"Being an educator, I think it's more important for people to
learn about their black history when they're young so they
can build self-esteem."

her brother are working on a new
book together called 666
Reasons to Love the Founders
of America, about experiences
black people have had in America
Rowers said this book takes on .i
different tone.
"This book is very sarcastic and I
expect it to be somewhat con
troversial," Rowers explained.

Monday thru Friday: shows
start at approximately 4 p.m.
Saturday S Sunday: Full Schedule
HOME ALONE 7 • PG

BOOV GUARD -R

I«I»1BIM.
DUnngtathtd Gantlaimn. R

Emauupftr
130,3:45. 7:1S ti40,12 00112-4-Sorty) *
JENMFERi-R

Audrey X Flowers, author
books for many years.
"Black children haven't really
gotten a lot out of the nursery
rhymes In the past because they
couldn't relate," said Flowers, a
graduate student in technical
communications at the University.
Rowers began this book after

Andy Garca
130. 4 30. 70S. 9:10. IJOO (I? 4-5 only) *
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You 're a pretty little black girl,
Smart and brave.
Rowers wants all children to
read her book, not just black children. "My hope in writing this
book is to educate all children
about historical black figures," she
explained.
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TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT!
Comedians Dennis Piper and Dan Viola
live at the Galley (Harshman Quad)
from 8:30pm to 10:30pm
Take a stress relief break before
finals come!
Don't miss out - ITS FREE!

ef J2f Fed/ .
JJ Bowling Green State University Q
GOSPEL CHOIR
ANNUAL FALL
J'
CONCERT
"LET EVERYTHING THAT HAS
BREA TH PRAISE THE LORD"

Saturday, December 5
4:00 p.m.
Bryant Recital Hall

eh

J3

FEATURING:
Messengers of Joy
For more info, call
372-2343 or 372-7164
or stop by the iS® off ice
(330 Union)
MAC UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

from Cleveland State University

Brian Thomas Chorale
New Jerusalem COGIC
and
BGSU Gospel Choir

1
J2
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by Dave Baskind
The Incredible College of Musical
Knowledge

134 E. Court St
352-3306

It's the most wonderful time of
the year. Cold, not quite blustery,
winds caress our faces. Holiday
specials and 'It's A Wonderful Life'
bombard our TV screens, while
Blng, 'Grandma Got Run Over By
A Reindeer,' and Elvis' 'Blue
Christmas' sate our eardrums.
Chains of lights, decorated trees,
and Santa are everywhere you
turn. Oversized comfy sweaters,
mugs o' hot cocoa or cider, steaming bowls of soup, and homemade
blankets warm the bowels of our
souls. Football pennant races heating up, bowl games, the start of
basketball and hockey seasons, and

..__ aH..
Mon.-Thurs. 11-9
T&63HE
Fri.& Sat 11-10
^^ Sunday 11-8

MflNV N€W IT6MS
Tie Dye Rock Tapestries, Velvet Dresses, Large Selection of
Equadorian Sweaters, Gloves, Muck-a-lucks, Incense, and more.

All AT HOLIDflV SAVINGS
GIFT CERTIFICATES NOW AVAILABLE

even Hollywood's movie blitz.
Ahhhh... It's going to be a glorious
Chanukah (and Christmas, too).
This week, no prizes. Sorry. But,
we still have a brain-teaser for you.
This week, 'L' stands for love, Lori
and Lorie, Lezcek (Jeopardy's

^8ft[|j

PLL8

TOC champ), and Level 42. The
British band, Level 42, hit the Top
20 twice in the mid- 1980's. Name
either song. (The answer Is at the
end of this week's quiz.)
This week's winner was Judina
Kovasckltz. She is the first winner
this semester whose first name begins with the same letter as the letter we saluted. (Who cares?) She,
of course, nabs the Finders promo
cassette and the Carly Cheena's
pizza for knowing that David Lee
Roth hit the Top 10 with 'Just A

InsidcrAodd Swonson
Gigolo/1 Ain't Got Nobody.' I
know It's a short column for "Dr.
Dave's Incredible College of Musical Knowledge'', but as BGSU's
semester winds down and gets
more difficult we strive to ease your
burdens. Don't forget, there Is still
time to win Woodland Mall Cinemas movie passes from November
20's 6 question K' Dr. Dave quiz.
See ya next week. (Almost forgot,
Level 42's two hits were 'Something About You' and 'Lessons in
Love.')

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Brown and Boa
Sleph and O.J.
Molly and Danny
Kim and The Cowboy
of the Month
Cher and Mr. Hite
Jodi and John
Hoke and Steven
Carol and Tim
Jenny and Marky
Lauren and Scon
Nanner and James
Cindy and Donnle
Kristi and Seph
Michelle and Tim
Karen and Chad
Heidi and Mark
Sabrina and Dennis
Jennifer and Matthew
Melanie and Dave
Souter and Her
Honey Sladoje
Lori and
Kelly and Lance
Jen and Dave
Jen and Greg
Kerri and Michael
Jen and
Cherita and Jay
Kim and Brent
Kristy and Incredi-Dale

• «,

Stephanie and the
Nameless Wonder
Jennifer-n Jayme
Kim and Brian
Melissa and Scott
Karri and Mike
Kendra and Da Kid
Kathleen and the
Italian Stallion
Meg and Kevin
Cheri and Guess Who"
"Christmas" Chris and
Dasher Dan Bryan
Nerd Missy -n- the Cheesy
Marine Bryan
Sasha and the Mystery Man
Victor and M.Timothy
The Muppet baby and Gonzo
Angie and Kevin
Anita and Todd
Heather and ?
Wendy and ?
Jessy and Sean Lee
Molly and Tim "the Pike"
Debbie and Scott
Stephanie and Eric
Sandi and Jeff
Julz and Sean a.k.a. Monkey
Sandi and Ross
Francy and Santa
Absolute Andrea and
Drakkar

DECEMBER 4 & 5
UAO CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS:
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7:30 PM. 9:45 PM. MIDNIGHT IN 210 MSC

$1.50
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COMING IN JANUARY:
A FREE LOONEY TUNES FESTIVAL.
WATCH FOR DETAILS!

Tlicuridcrl

FrW.y, December «,1t»»

Black
Nativity
to give
holiday
"a definite
African
American
flavor//

for students and senior citizens, $6
in advance or $7 at the door.

.tit.*.*.*.*.*.
CLA-ZEL THEATRE
nowiiNC CHI.CN • \\\ l\AI

THE LASToi THE

MOHICANS Jk,

DANIEL DAY-LEWIS^B^E

Nightly at 7:15 & 9:30
Sat. & Sun. Mat.
2:00 & 4:15

play,'' originally written by worldrenowned writer and poet Lang
ston Hughes, will be presented
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday
at 6 p.m. in the Old Macomber
High School auditorium.
This second annual production Is
by Kendra Dinsmorc
presented by the 16-year-old Clarence Smith Community Chorus.
Last year's show was extremely
well-received, according to chorus
spokeswoman Laurie Garvin, and
Things are bad. You have five
this year should be no different.
major projects due in the next
week, you haven't done your
"There's a constant energy flowing
Christinas shopping, the stores are through the production...It's very
Jammed with cranky people, and to different from traditional presentop it all off, you missed A Charlie tations," said Garvin.
According to Garvin, the show
Brown Christmas.
combines narration, dancing, gosIf you're In need of a little
Christmas spirit-ual revival, check pels and traditional AfricanAmerican spirituals to depict the
oulThe Black Nativity up in
Toledo this weekend. This "song- birth of Jesus Christ. She said the

show has "a definite AfricanAmerican flavor", from the music
to the dance to the narration,
which uses language, including
slang, current at the time that
Hughes wrote the play.

Young's Ncuistcind
Your Comic Booh Heodquorters
Join Our Comic Club Todoy!

178 S. Main Bowling Green
353-2176

Tickets are available at any
Select ix outlet, by calling
243-7000 or 1-800-374-0667, or
at the Christian Bookstore located
at 5107 Monroe Avenue. Prices
are $8 in advance, $9 at the door;

"Rocky Horror"
Fri. & Sat. Midnight

A Toast to Amanda...
Penny Merreot
& Scott Bender
Holly Johnson
& Marc Kruse
Kate Mucharsky
& Shone O'Bolye
Stacy Loerke
& Joe KrM
Julie Van Meter
& Steve Cllite
Christie Cupp
& I)avi<l Ktasey
Tracy Miwocky
& Jimmy Roedlger
Dawn Hart man
& Joe Marzano
Kimherly Cowfer
&CurtWeteel
Victoria Clark
& Paul Franz
Rachel Costanco
& Denny Petty
Molly Gray
& Scott I.Inck
Heather Auble
& Chad wick Bcechlng
Jcnica Dickinson
& Tom Mlgnogna
Ann Klcls
&????
Amy DeKay
& Ryan Bowman
Melissa SeelyJ3rown
& Mark Dorenkott
Tracey Lee
& Dan Poling
Heather Wilson
& Todd Gruszka
Melissa Chester
& Chris Goodwin
Colleen Johnson
& Edward Szabo
Amy Ebel
& Averill Peet

Holly Sims
& Jaonathon Hess
Julie Laugh man
& Scott Prenger
Jenny Sheafler
& Jevott Siiml ley
Beth Jacobs
& Matt Gcrwln
Amy Hoy
& Eric Giesecke
Michelle Jacob
& Michael Kwiatkowski
Maggie Wlckert
& Nfathcw Kirbutxi* IV
Kelly Brock
& Lincoln Ilcrnhbcr^tr
Stephanie Reichert
& Michael Ludnuui
Cheri Arslanlan
& Greg Zygmunt
Amanda Boharat
& Ryan Lawrence
SheltyCurson
& Pete Suyt
KlmBngel
& Jerome Stewart
Julie Klein
& Jeremy Clay
Pain Mattingly
& "Big Brother" Kevin
Erin Rlnehart
& Patrick Giammrel
Lisa Tcrwil llgcr
& Scott Lucas
Alison Pope
& Mat Dallcandro
Hlllnrt Shear
& Brad Grava
Cart Mnchillclick
& Ernie Caprettl
Suzanne Merrick
& Jonathon Elicit

Chi Omega Winter Semi-Formal
Decmber 5. 1992
Ramada Inn, Toledo
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The Insider

white crash and roar of gutiar and
the really depresssing lyrics.
Husker Du Lite? More like a Vel
vet Underground on uppers. But
not as lyrically adept as either. Yet,
If you've only got ilit change in
your pocket to purchase one album anyway, but if you just listen to the
music without paying one whit of
this holiday season, and a funky
attention to the words, you will not
alternative sound is what you're
be disappointed. The angry ode to
looking for - buy it. You'll like it.
a dead friend 'God Damn It Paul'
- Christina Wise
wails and kicks like a banshee. Just
ignore the so-so "When you take
Five-Eight
to sing along - similar to Bon Jovi
those little pills/Sitting on his
I Learned Shut Up
classics like 'Living on a Prayer'
windowsill/He seeks to chemically
Sky Records
and'Bad Medicine.'
after his deranged mind/Thank
Much like the light rockers they
Less filling, but still tasting great, God for psychology/Kept him
imitate, Southgang also finds it
here comes Five-Eight. Like a light hanging on for a week/Til he connecessary to churn out an occasbeer, this New York City trio has all fiscated/His mind from fear."
sional ballad. The best one is called the grungy sonic roar of the great
Umm...sortof a 'Wish You Were
"My Best Friend's Girt,' a tragic
guitar bands, but with a less-heavy, Here' attempt. They do a great VU
THE ORB
tale of a guy being in love with his
almost pop sound. Maybe it comes cover of 'I Can't Stand It' though.
buy it, then alter your mind before best friend's girlfriend. "Maybe I've from lead singers Mike Mantione's All in all, damn fine sound and
The Orb
listening. The choice is yours.
V.F.Orb
gone insane but I can't exalmost crooner-quality voice. Inchock full o' potential. Snag me, it
- Kendra E. Dinsmore
Big Life/Mercury Records
plain/The way it makes me feel
stead of the rough gravel, his words cries out.
Space is an interesting thing.
- Caroline Fullerton
when she calls my name/And I
travel over a vocal road of smoothFrom here, it looks dark and deep
Southgang
know it's wrong but it feels so
ly-paved harmonies. Almost too
and mystical, but up close, It turns
Group Therapy
right/I'm gonna be with my best
mcuh of a pretty-boy voice for the
out to be a endless sterile void
Virgin Records
friend's girl tonight."
sound Five-Eight tries to capture.
punctuated by an occasional red
While listening to the latest
Vocalist Jesse Hart doesn't have But just before they become Migiant or blue dwarf.
release from Southgang, entian extremely distinguished voice,
chael Bolton Does His Favorite
So too with the new Orb release, UedGroup Therapy, I couldn't
but it is acceptable. Couple his lips Nirvana renditions, they beat the
U.F.Orb. On first listen, this
help but wonder what this group
and lungs with Butch Wallace's
audience over the head with their
guided tour through the cosmos
would sound like if they were a
wailing guitar riffs and Southgang
seems to be a richly-layered excover band. Not that they're bad or does have the makings of a halfway
ploration of the possibilities of elec- anything, they Just sound like
decent band. They just need to get
tronic music, liberally peppered
everybody else and not thema little more original if they want
with samples of everyone from
selves.
any kind of a shot at the big time.
Radio Moscow to George Bush, to
The record kicks off with 'White
-KirkPavelich
what sounds a lot like Vanna
Trash With Cash,' a little rocker
White. So this is a mind-altering
that sounds like a mix between
The Farm
experience with a social conMotley Crue and Poison. That's
Love See No Colour
science to boot, right?
not a knock on Southgang or anyReprise Records
Well, not exactly. After the first
thing - they do a good imitation of
The title may be Love See No
burst of strangeness wears off, you those two groups. But I don't really Colour, but the sounds on the
realize that the tracks are not so
believe that's what they went into
newest album by The Farm can
much hypnotic as simply repetitive. the music business to do.
only be described as vibrant.
The samples tend to get annoying
'Water Under the Bridge' isn't
And if you're feeling a bit down
alter a while, and while the contin- much better either. It sounds a lot
all you gotta do is pop this baby in
uous, pulsar-like backbeat Is catlike something from a late-night
the CD player and you'll be back
chy, it can get monotonous after
B-movie soundtrack. You know,
on the road to happy land again.
extended listening. U.F.Orb isn't a light metal/pop rock trash that
Featuring a remake of the 1981
bad album (and it might be even
isn't catchy at all and sounds like it
hit 'Don't You Want Me' by Hubelter if the listener Is already
was recorded in a few minutes.
man League, and incidental sounds
under the influence of mindBut even if the urge to turn the
like Beethoven's 'Moonlight Sonaltering substances.) But to me, it
record off seems too great, don't
ata,' the group has added a splash
just sounds like a fairly talented
give in yet. 'Tug of War' is a catchy of color to their style not evident on
musician playing around with a
song with easy to remember lyrics
their 1991 album, Spartucus.
WILD HORSES?...The Tin Ponies arc (from left) Jeff DeWltie on drums, Lydla
new synthesizer.
that beckon you to sing along. It acWhile the messages may be a
Jenkins on guitar and vocals. Maurice Austin on bass and vocals, and John Van
So you basically have three optually sounds like it could receive
Dyne on guitar.
little deeper than in songs
tions. One, don't buy U.F.Orb.
marginal radio airplay. "I'm tired of fromSpartacus like dance hit
INTO THE BENEFIT:
WHO'S GONNA RIDE
This would be bad, since It's actual- getting shot down/every single
'Groovy Train' ("Get on, get on,
Grab your social consciousYOUR TIN PONIES?:
ly pretty cool when taken in small
time/every day it's live or die on
get on, get on, get on the Groovy
ness and your boogie shoes,
Wednesday night at EasySdoses. Two, buy it and use it as
the battle line," is definitely one of Train"), they'll still leave you feelteenbeats, and take part in
treet, local grunge stars
background study music. Or three, those refrains that makes you want ing just as "up."
the AIDS Benefit this
Ton'll be sharing the stage
Wednesday at Howard's
with BG-based quartet Tin
O UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO
dub H, 210 N. Main. SponPonies. Who? Lemme tell ya
sored by Into the Streets, the
- combining an almost Prebenefit brings together some
tenders-like feel with
of the homegrown talents
straight-ahead Jangly rock-nfrom BG and Toledo for a
roll, the Ponies have a harnight of rock and charity. On
monic sound laced through
the lineup are folk rockers
through with rivulets of
Winners: "The Other Team"
rank/major
extraoridnaire The Kind,
impassioned guitar and
classic rock kings 100 Proof,
drums - a sonic Boston
•Michael Martone - Senior/computer science
the acoustic styllngs of Stecreme pie of fun. While
•Michael Haynes - Senior/political science
ven Budd, the men who put
having played all across
•Todd Wesseler - Sophomore/mathematics
the 'fun' In funk Positive
Northwest Ohio and South•Jason Sonenshein - Freshman/political science
Sweat and Top 40 cover
east Michigan - even gaining
rockers Generra Pantera.
some notice in the Detroit
Cover charge Is $2, with the
press - this is a chance for
They will compete at Regionals Feb. 27th at Kent State
proceeds going to AIDS
BGers with an ear for talent
research at Cleveland Meto jump on the Pony exmorial Hospital. Get there
press.
early, get there often.
See ROCKGOSSir, page eight.
|lf>M'r>Mlf.T.Mlf>Bir.!.»l^.Mlf>)BI>.T.)MlFJT.MIF.T.WT^WTfTn
Songs you wont want to miss include the title track, 'Creepers' and
'Over Again.'

(CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR SUCCESS
AT BGSU's COLLEGE BOWL!!!

GOOD LUCK TEAM!

The Iniidcr Mogoiinc
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thTwwp For Whom the Atomic Elbow Tolls
Survivor
Series
by Kirk Pivclich
professional wresHing gory

For as long as I can remember,
I've been an avid fan of big-time
professional wrestling, and In particular the superstars of the World
Wrestling Federation. I think It
started around 1984, when the
Immortal Hulk Hogan grappled
with "Rowdy" Roddy Piper live on
MTV, complete with guest star appearances by pop star Cyndi
Lauper and actor Mr. T.
Well, times have certainly
changed. The Hulkster is now enjoying the fruits of his retirement
while Piper has evolved into a television analyst. But one thing that
hasn't changed is my appreciation
of the sport.. .er... form of entertainment.
So naturally, when a friend of
mine from back home called and
informed me that he could get us
tickets for the WWF's Survivor Series to take place at the Richfield
Coliseum, 1 Jumped at the offer.
When he called again and said
"Macho Man" Randy Savage
would be appearing at a store
minutes from our home to sign autographs, I was overjoyed.
Now when most of the students
at this University were looking forward to their Thanksgiving vacation to eat turkey and visit with rela
lives, my friends and I were gearing
up to meet the two-time WWF
champion and possibly appear live
on pay-per-view television across
the country.
My vacation started last Tuesday
(oops... I guess vacation was supposed to start Wednesday,) when I
made the trek to the Mlddleburg
Heights Kiddle City - along with
about 500 screaming kids - to
stand in line for the chance to get
Randy Savage's autograph. Now
you have to understand, my friend
from home who first gave me the
call has had a lifelong ambition to
meet the Macho Man. He fries to
dress like him, he tries to talk like
him, he even tries to act like him.
But as exciting as this meeting
was, it couldn't compare to the
thrill of being part ot 20,000
screaming fans at the Coliseum, to
witness the Survivor Series. Now,
like most Americans, 1 have
ordered my share of WWF pay-perview events, but they are nothing
compared to actually being there.
As Is the case with all WWF payper-view events, some kind of feud
is always the spark. This time, the
feud involved former WWF champion Ric Flair and his former "financial adviser" Mr. Perfect. After
Macho Man's scheduled tag-team
partner - The Ultimate Warrior -

Things got a little better with the
WWFs first ever Nightstick Match
between the Big Bossman and
former prison inmate Nailz. The
object of this bout was to be the
first one to get a hold of a nightstick, hanging from a chain above
the comer tumbuckle. The fans
especially got a charge when the
"Perfect, what are you thinking Bossman reached it first and pin n
about?!" Flair bellowed during pre- meled the villianous Nailz.
Moments after this match, when
match interviews. "You have
walked In the shadow of greatness Flair emerged from the locker
because I allowed it to happen on a room curtain bedecked in his sedaily routine! Now, my friend, you qulned robe, the place went bera abandoned his teammate, Mr.
Perfect decided to leave the Flair
camp and join forces with...oh no!
Fan favorite Savage. It never
ceases to amaze me how quickly
WWF fans can accept a notorious
rule-breaker as a legitimate good
guy.

have made a career decision. You
have stepped to the other side."
So with the stage set for the tagteam match of the year, the event
started with a couple of preliminary
matches, involving some has-beens
and never-will-bes. Like the muchcelebrated tag match between the
Owen Hart-Koko B. Ware team
and the notorious Head Shrinkers.
Needless to say, we sat bored
through this one.

zerk. It was time for the main
event, as Hair and his partner
Razor Ramon arrogantly strutted
towards the ring. Like all WWF
events, it took the bad guys about
ten minutes to finish their entrance
and make their way to the squared
circle.
But when "Pomp and Circumstance" bellowed over the public
address system, signaling the arrival of the Macho Man, the crowd

about raised the roof. "I'd like to introduce my perfect tag-team partner, Mr. Perfect! Ooooohhhh
Yeeeaaaahhhh!'' Savage's voice
boomed throughout the confines,
letting the crowd know Mr. Perfect
was the verge of making his appearance.
And when he did, the screams
throughout the throng literally sent
chills down the spine. It was unbelievable how the crowd could accept this guy, who just days before
had been a hated, arrogant vllllan.
But not anymore - team him with

ers while his eyes were the size of
silver dollars. Ramon stood smugly
in the center of the ring, arrogantly
chewing on a toothpick.
That is, until Perfect walked up
to him, stared him back, and slapped the toothpick right out of his
mouth. Of course, at that moment
all hell broke loose. Ramon
punched Perfect, Perfect punched
him back and the match was on.
Showing no signs of being away
from the ring for more than a year
due to a back Injury, Mr. Perfect
showed superior quickness and agility at the onset, avoiding and
countering any move Ramon tried
to make.
When It was Flair's rum to enter
the ring, Perfect pummelled him
for a good ten minutes, with "The
Nature Boy" dazzling the crowd
with his patented exaggerated falls.
Macho Man dished out more of the
same when he was tagged in, before being felled by a Flair kick to
the groin.
With the tide of the match
turned, and the Macho Man now
on the receiving end of various elbows and leg drops, Perfect started
to do the unthinkable. To the absolute horror of the fans In attendance, he began a slow walk to
the dressing room, leaving his fallen partner to get beaten some
more. With boos and shouts of disapproval, Perfect took a look
towards the locker room and a
glance towards the ring.. .and made
his way back to the squared circle,
to a throng of more cheers.
The up again, down again seesaw battle continued on for about
ten more minutes, before Perfect
Inadvertently slammed into the referee, knocking him unconscious.
Thai's another thing that always
makes me wonder, how come a
WWF referee is so prone to being
knocked out? Of course, at that
moment pandemonium broke
loose. Perfect slapped his patended
finishing manuever, known as
"The Perfect Plex," on both opponents, and pinned Ramon for a
nine-count and Flair for a sixcount. Only problem was that the
referee was lying dazed, in no condition to administer a count.
When he finally did come to and
realized that all hell had broken
loose, referee Dave Hebner wasted
no time ringing the bell for a disqualification. He awarded the bout
to the "Perfect Partners" because
Hair and Ramon had not paid attention to who the legal man in the
ring was. And another roar goes
through the crowd. I still can't unthe Macho Man and he is set for
derstand how people can be satislife.
After all of the pre-match postur- fied with a disqualification after
paying $18 for a ticket. Personally,
ing, these brawlers were finally
ready to get down to business. Like I would like to see someone's back
always, Hair was putting on an ab- to the mat for a One Two Three.
But It was probably the most fun
solutely brilliant performance as a
I had ever had during a WWF payshowboat, busting out with a
per-view event and I can owe all of
plethora of "Whooooo's" which
that to the fact that I was there.
have become his trademark. Macho Man was prouncing around the And to think, Wresttemania IX Is
outskirts of the ring, pointing fing- only five months away.
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Bowhnf Green, Ohio 43402
Woof! Response to the first Insider Rim Trivia Contest was great!
The five winners of pairs of free
passes to the ever-lovin' Woodland
The hits keep on happenln' and
Mall Cinema are - In no particular
order - Tom Root, Patrick
the happenings keep on hitting
McCreery, Kate Krupp, Mike Kerin here at Insider film trivia round
and Julie Josler. Congrats, gang!
two. Rules are simple - answer the

Tfc«ltiM«r|

8
questions right, then we'll take all
those entries and put them through
the Random-O-Matic Entry Shuffler and five lucky cats will win a
pair of free passes to the movie of
their choice at Clnemark's Woodland Mall Cinema, where matinee
seats are $3, tickets after 6 p.m.
are $3 to students with a valid student ID, and the floors are never
sticky.
So submit your name, phone
number, address and answers
either by campus mall or by hand
to Insider Film Trivia Contest in
210 West Hall by Wednesday,

different endings. Name It.
TANGY SAUCE: Tom Hanks
has made a few good films and a
few bad ones. Name any one of the
bad ones.
SUCCULENT TOPPINGS: He
directed both Home Alone epics
and, as far as we know, never exploited the Native Americans.
Name this director.
CHEESE-GLORIOUS
CHEESE: In this 1989 science fiction epic, Charlie Sheen, Tom
Berenger and Corbin Bemsen are
members of a winning baseball
team called the Cleveland Indians.
Name this film.

Dec. 9. Remember, you can't enter
If you don't win! Huh?
This week's quiz Is dedicated to
the Nectar of the Gods - pizza (one
of which we are colncidcnlally
awaiting the delivery of while this Is
being written). Pollyeyes, Myle's,
Plsanello's, etc...they're all pretty
damn good. Has anyone tried that
gourmet pizza place down by College Station? If so, tell us how it Is.
We stand curious and are always
ready to experiment.
PAN CRUST: This 1985
comedy with Tim Curry and Lesley
Ann Warren was based on a board
game and filmed with three entirely

ROCKGOSSIP
Continued from page si».

Soundtrack. "It's the most popuEasyStreet Cafe, 104 S. Main St.
Wednesday night. Be there,
lar movie out today," she said.
request 'Tempt Me' and prepare to
VERONICA SHEETS, WHY
let your ears have a damn good
DONT WE...: SATURDAY:
time.
Spiderfoot at Good Tymes Pub,
RUN OUT AND SNAG...: Jeff Derek Wolfgram at Campus PolDeWitt of Record Den suggests a
lyeyes TONIGHT AND SATURdose of blues songstress Etta
DAY: Malakal at Howard's Club H,
Redcliff at Mark's, Groovemaster
James' MCA re-Issuing of Rocks
the House. According to DeWitt - at EasyStreet TUESDAY: Open
mic talent night at EasyStreet, Posican't you see this coming from a
tive Sweet at Tuxedo Junction
mile away? - "Simply, because It
rocks the house." Jim Cummer of WEDNESDAY: Tin Ponies with
MadHatter Music Co. is calling for Ton at EasyStreet, Chris Otto at
a shot of Wisconsin Hayride EP Downtown, Kenny Reeves at Club
by Gumball on CBS Records. "It
SOP, AIDS Benefit at Howard's
kicks, licks and makes you feel real Club H THURSDAY: Blitzen at
good," he said, "in the finest
Howard's Club H, the Happy Acgrunge tradition." Veronica Sheets cidents at EasyStreet, Vambo
prescribes 500 mlllgrams of
Marble Eye and Eric's Mother at
Columbia Records' The Dracula Frankie's.

Panhellenic Council
Cabinet Applications
are now available in the
Greek Life office.
Deadline to apply is

December 18, at 10 am
i
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DAYTIMEMORNING
5:00

O
O

CBS News

5:30
CBS News

6:00

6:30

7:00

News

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:30

9:00

This Morning g

Montel Williams

10:00

10:30

Family Feud Challenge

11:00
Puce

Mi Dressup Sesame St

CBC Morning News

Earth

a

Home Snooping Spree

CBS News

News g

This Morning g

Cosby Show Amore

Family Feud Challenge

Price

CD

NBC News

NBC News

Newsg

Todayg

Salty Jessy Raphael

Jerry Springer

Doctor Dean

ABC NtM

Good Morning America g

Live -- Regis & Kathie Lee

VK*I'

Home

m

&
_
69
©

Sign-On Com d

[News

Sign-Off Cont d

Urban Peasant

Sign-Off Cont d

Homestretch Station

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Sign-On Cont'd

Homestretch Barney

Lamb Chop

Mr Rogers

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Menace

TaieSpmg

Chip-Dale

Belvedere

Varied

700 Club

Dennis

Sanford

3 s Co

Family Ties

Bodysnape

Sportscenter Sportscenter Jake

Movie

OuckTales Q Stunt Dawgs Dark wing

Family Ties

News

Spoons

Insp Gadget Stunt Dawgs Nmja Turtles Beetreiuxe

Jake

In Motion

Getting Fit

£SW Vaned
TMC Movie

Bpetieiuice

Sponscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Sponscenter Training

Vaned Programs

Movie

K Copeiano
Laverne

Veto!

Varied Programs

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON

o
o
CD
CD
CD
9
0D
©
©
ESPN

11:30

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless g Bold. Bea

2:30

2:00

As the World Turns

3:00

3:30

Guiding Light

4:00

4:30

Geraido

5:00
News

Price

News

Sesame SI

Midday

|Emmerdale

Price

Newg

Young and the Restless g Bold. Bea

As the World Turns

Guiding Light

Oprah Winfrey g

Design W

Failfi Oameis Newsg

Concentr.

Days of Our Lives g

Another World g

Santa Barbara

Maury Povich g

Donahue g

Home

Love Con

Loving g

Ai! My Children [j

One Lite to Live

General Hospital

Saved-M

Instructional

Varied

Instructional Programming

Instructional Programming Cont d
Varied

Infatuation

View Cont'd Amore

RUSH

L

Vaned

Coronation

Neighbours

The Bill

Babarg

Varied

Instructional Programming

Movie

Montel Williams

Swans

Bond Jr

Melodies

Bewitched

Chipmunks

Melodies

Andy Gnltitti Little House c n the Prairie

Sunday Special

Round Sandwich,
I*ly 1 Get
1 FREE
1

(F ree round must be of equal or lesser value)

1

(Limit one per customer per visit)

1 s unday, December 6 ONLY '
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY

^SUBWRV
Woodland Mall • 353-0204

M'A'S'H

News

Mr Rogers

Sand«ego

Barney

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Sq 1 TV

Tiny Toon

Goof Troop

N-nja Turtles Batman g

Tom, Jerry

Tiny Toon

Batman g

Saved-Bell

Varied

Global Wrestl

Movie

I
i
I

INTfiODUCCS

Angela
Gill

Ok shoes, hats, vintage coats
- all 25% OFF
$fc kitchen items and books
- all 50% OFF

."

______

Come in and see our brand new Hue
of clothing by Basic Elements.

WINTER
warm-up
SALE

354-1559

20% off all services with Ansela with
this ad before. 12rlQ32.........

. 4 • * •

SECOND SIGHT

k

Specializing in
manicuring and
African American
hair care.

248 N. Main

Gro Pains

Varied Programs
Varied Programs

HMR UNUMITCD
|

GoBen Gnls

Wonder Yrs

Tom. Jerry

Varied Programs

| Movie

News

Fame

Sesame Street g

Tennis

TMC Movie

Video Hits

5:30
Edition

_"

I26W Woosta

___!_

Tuesday-Saturday
1-7 p.m.

10
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
CD
CD

6:30

7:00

News

7:30

8:00

CBS News

You Bet-Lite G Palace

Ear-Grnd

Our Town

8:30

9:30

9:00

Major Dad

Design W

Bob

10:00

10:30

11:00

Picket Fences

News

11:30

12:30

12:00

Newhart

Arsenio Hall

CBC Prime Time News

Friday Night1

Kids m the Hall

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

G Palace

Major Dad

Design vV

Picket Fences

News

Dark Justice

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cur Affair

Gadget

Noel

Movie

News

Tonight Show

Star Search

ABC News

M-A'S'H

Family Feud Family

Step by S.

Dinosaurs

Camp Wilder 20/20

Arsenio Hall

Previews

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wash Week Wall St

Served

Served

Blake s 7

Adam Smith Mystery

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall St

American Masters

Michael Femstein

Served

Viewer's Choice

FuH House

Roseanne

Married

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Philadelphia 76ers

America's Most Wanted

Sightings

Suspects

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Philadelphia 76ers

News

Murphy B

America s Most Wanted

ESPN

Tennis

Up Close

NASCAR

Sportscenter College Basketball

rac

Movie

m
eo

69
83
©

CBC News

Street Legal

Sportscenter Speedweek

Bound lor Glory Cont'd

NASCAR Richard Petty
Movie

Bob

"Perry Mason' The Case ol the Fatal Framing

NASCAR Awards Banquet

"Career Opportunities'

JMovie

Movie:

House Party 2"

Sanders

Double Life

JNIgrHkne

Used Cars

|RushL

Studs
Star Search

Big Business

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

O

o

CD
CD

a>
a
Q)
69
69

12:00

11:30
Beak man's

Garlield

Wonder

12:30
Why

DKM

1:00

1:30

11 Paid Prog

Movie:
Fishn

2:00

Real Fishing Mr Wizard

Homeworks

Disability

Gardener

Future

Toonage

Monkeys

Grimmy

Newsmakers Showcase

Saved-Bell

Adventure

HSQui;

Inside Stun

Movie: "Amazing Stories: The Movie II'

Beakmans

Scratch

College Football: Army vs. Navy

Today s Gourmel

2:30

3:00

Driver s Seat Wok
Grip Master

4:30

5:00

5:30

Sports Weekend

Olympic Wimerles!

1 College Basketball: Kansas at Indiana

Street Justice

Figure Skating Work) Professional Championships
College Football: SEC Championship

Christmas in the Heartland Gourmet

Old House

Hometime

Garden

Workshop

Woodwrignt

Gentle Dr

Neil Young m Concert

Gourmet

Eating Well

Kitchen

Naturescene MotorWeek jstreamside

Ok) House

Mouse

Super Dave

WWF Wresting

Movie

The Kid Who Loved Christmas

Star Trek

Movie:

Mother Goose Rock N' Rhyme"

Appliances

Mouse

Super Dave

WWF Wrestling

ESPN

Outdoors

Game-Say

College Basketball Conn at N C St

THC

Movie

Contd

4:00

College Basketball: Kansas at Indiana

Wild Am

Deceived

3:30

Rich Kids'

Hometime

Family Ties

JPGA Golf: JCPenney Classic

Movie. "Suburban Commando

| Movie

News

Alexander

Wcodwnght

Beauty and the Beast

Baywatch

Star Search

Greai Scott1

Scl Model

Ben Stiller

Tennis Davis Cup -- Switzerland vs USA

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

[Movie

Queens Logic''

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
CD
CD
69
CD
69
65
CD
am
TMC

News

6:30
CBS News

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

New WKRP

Front Run.

Miracles-Wond.

Don Cherry

NHL Hockey: Chicago Blackhawks at Toronto Maple Leals

CBC Saturday Report

Front Page

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Cash Exp.

Miracles-Wond

Movie: "The 'Burba"

News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight

Here-Now

College Basketball: Michigan at Duke

College Football

American Gladiators

Movie:

Desonos

Scenes

Lawrence Welk Show

Liza Mmnetli Live1

European

Tony Brown

Lawrence Welk Show

Powers-Be

Columbo Uneasy Lies the Crown"

Commish

Cops

CodeS

Edge

Star Trek

Star Irek Next Gener

Meirose Place

Cops

Cops

Code 3

Edge

News

World Cup Skiing

Sportscenter College Basketball Georgia Tech at Kentucky
Movie

Suburban Commando

TROTTER'S
with the best
Espresso
Cappuccino
Latte'
H
Cafe' mocha

Country Beat
Rawhide

News

Saturday Night Live
Uptown Comedy Club

Neil Young in Concert

[Sightings

Manor Born

lAJ&lu

Manor Born

Comedy Showcase

Way We Walk

Way We Walk

Lifestyles-Rich
Sportscenter College Basketball

Movie

Scanners II: The New Order"

Worth
Watching

The

best

in

entertainment
and information
is on your public
station,Channel
27. Check the
listings for this
week's programs.

"Art on a Stick" by David Krouse
now on display.

119 N. Main - Downtown BG

CBC News

■art

Warm Up
at

12:30

Design W

College Basketball Houston al DePaul
Movie: "I Come m Peace"

12:00

News

Illusion

Cops

11:30

Movie: "Eternal Evil"

Arsenio Hall

Great Performances

Sweating Bullets

Run''

11:00
News

Great Performances

Catwalk

JMovie

10:30

Movie: "The Burbs

t iY.V::.v, ,v .','-•.Y,\Y»Y:V ■'.'.'.'»'

WBGU
TV27
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
11:30
12:00
Working
O Tomorrow Siskel

o

CD
CD
0

12:30
NFL Today

1:00

1:30

Emperor s New Clothes

I

2:30

i

3:00

3:30

4:00

Movie "The Aviator

5:30

Best Years

Meeting Place
Toledo

NFL Today

NFL Football Detroit Lions vs Green Bay Packers

Post-Game

This-NFL

NFL Live

NFL Football Cincinnati Bengals at Cleveland Browns

NFL Football Miami Dolphins at San Francisco 49ers

Canada

Sunday Arts Entertainment Sunday Arts Entertainment Sunday Arts Entertainment Grizzly Adams

Week-David Bnnkley

Used Cars

On the Issue War Years

Close-Up

STDs-HIV

Firing L»ne

Contrary

Frugal Gourmet

Holiday Table Great Chels Abraham Lincoln A New Birth of Freedom

Black Bty

Newtons

One on One Adam Smitti Old House

@9

Williams TV

Tram-Dog

S)

American Gladiators

ESPN Reporters

Bonanza
News

|CBS News

NFL Football
ABC News

Target

Cooking

College Football Awards

| Frugal Gourmet

Paid Prog

PGA Goll JCPenney Classic

Painting

American Experience

Lawrence Weik Show

Movie:

Nutcracker

Movie

The New Adventures of Pipe- Longstockmg

Harry-Hendr

BeivMe'e

Move

That Was Then. This Is Now

Movie

The Final Countdown

Roseanne

Target

Shooting

Ski World

Movie

Auto Racing Ott-Hoad

The Taking o'Beverly Hills

7:00

7:30

[Mov«

8:00

Tennis Davis Cup - Switzerland vs. USA
Payoff

8:30

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

JMovie

9:00
Movie

9:30

10:00

Prancer

10:30

A:, -Bur.

11:00

The Man upstairs

11:30

News

Siskel

12:00

Family Hour

Movie.

CBC News

Sports Weekend

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: "The Man Upstairs

News

Golden Girls

Secret Service

1 Witness Video

Movie:

News

Street Justice

Editors

NewWKRP

Movie:

The Boys ot St Vincent"

To Grandmother s House We Go

Venture

Revenge on the Highway

Movie: "National Lampoon s Christmas Vacation'

Dangerous Company"
Front Run.
Sports

Liza Mmrtelli Live1

Ghostwriter |Gnostwnter

Liza Mmnelli Live1

Star Trek Next Gener

Tiny Toons

Ben Stiller

In Color

Roc

Married

Herman

Flying Blind

Woops!

Psych*

Telecast

Beverly Hills. 90210

Tmy Toons

Ben Stiller

In Color

Roc

Married.

Herman

MHH

Sports xtia

Suspects

Golden Girls Pistons

Alistair Cooke Salute

TMC Adventures ot Buckaroo Ba nzai

Sci. Frontiers

NFL Football: Los Angeles Rams at Tampa Bay Buccaneers

Movie

The rakmg ol Beverly Hills

Siskel

Glenn Miller. Musical Hero Sign-Off
Alistair Cooke Salute

NFL Pnmetime

12:30

Arsemo Hall

American Experience

ESPN Work) Cup Skiing

Family Ties

Browns Insider

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
NFL Football

IGourmH

|starkgM

Family Ties

Star Trek Next Gener.

Sport scenter NFL Gameday

TMC The Empire Strikes BacK

tJ
CD
CB
S>
S
CO
60
W

5:00

L Gipson

Tony Brown

O

!

Nature

Larry Jones

m
m

4:30

NFL Football Dallas Cowboys at Denver Broncos

Face Nation

Toledo Front Front Run

Hymn Sing

2:00

The Insider

Movie.

Psyche

Sportscenter

The Empire Strikes Back"

Movie

Numei
K Copeland

NFL Primetime

The Tan Guy

MONDAY EVENING
6:00
O

6:30

News

e
o

7:00

8:00

You Bet-Life Shade

Road Mv

Odyssey

8:30
Hearts Afire

9:00
Mu'phy B

9:30

10:00

10:30

CBC Prime Time News

Witness

Love & War

Northern Exposure

News

Sweating Bullets

News

Tonight Show

EMtEndtfl

Israel: A Nation Is Born

Wovie

Ine Boys ol Si Vmcen:

Shade

Hearts Afire

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight Cur Affair

Fresh Prince Blossom

Movie:

FBI-Story

NFL Football. Chicago Bears at Houston Oilers

Shadow of a Stranger

■

ABC Ne*S

M'A'S'H

Teacher

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

60

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Shirley Temple: America s Little Darling

m

Full House

Roseanne

Night Court

Movie:

CD

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

ESPN Sports

Up Close

TMC "Go West. Young Girl

Family Feud

Detective

12:00

News

wn Fortune Jeopardy1

Star Search

11:30
Newhart

Northern Exposure

CBS News

Murphy B.

11:00

Lowe 8 War

News

CBC News

CB
6B

7:30

CBS News

Live From Lincoln Center

Luciano Pavarotti

12:30

Arsemo Hall
Night Heat
Shopping

Arserno Halt

Mystery!

Movie: "The Little Princess"
Star Trek Next Gf-ner

Roseanne

Rush L

Billy Graham Crusade

News

Murphy B.

Star Trek Next Gener

Star Search

Sportscenter Schaap Talk NFL Monday Mon Mag.

Hawaiian

American Muscle

Speed

Sportscenter

NFL Great

Movie:

Movie: "Return ol the Jedr

Married

Mr. Mom"

You Bet Lite Murphy B.

California Suite

Close

Winter

| Studs

Heat

Movie. "Hollywood Harry'

Q.TftPE&CO^

TAKE A LOAD OFF
Hosiers
Inde LabelsN

Imports

Postcards

/*- RetonkVfpes '
I-

C • .inn." I Discs

S&*

Local Music Vv.

if>; .'•' '■

j£)

/
Rock &
Tve Oye Shirts

Stickers
si.OOoll
XMICKI
/
w this AD
\
/on items priced $6.00 or more. No limit!! »
Expires 12 10 92
\
'Hale, special order, :ons g
»de« excluded
meos •

$1.00 OFF

n

drop off service
KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY
709 S. Main Street

Napoleon

limit 1/visit 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
O

6:30

News

o

CBC News

CD
CD

m
s»

7:00

7:30

8:00

CBS News

You Bet-Lite Rescue 911

On Road

Market PI

8:30

9:00

10:00

10:30

11:30

11:00
News

Bangkok Hilton

Night Heat

5th Estate

CBC Prime Time News

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy*

Rescue 911

Movie; "A Killer Among Friends

News

Forever Knight

News

NBC News

Enl Tonight

Cur Aflair

Quantum Leap

Reasonable Doubts

Dateline

News

Tonight Show

Slar Search

ABC News

M'A'S'H

Family Feud

Full House

Roseanne

Going to Extremes

In itaiiano

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshou'

GD

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Abraham Lincoln A New Birth

Full House

Roseanne

Night Court

Movie. Say Anything..

m

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

ESPN NBA Today
Movie

Married

Jackie T.

Celebrating the American Family

Street Smarts

Celebrating the American Family

NHL Hockey Chicago EUackhawks at Detroit Red Wings

Sport scenlet Conge Basketball: Temple at Boston College
Movie

Doct or Zhivago Cont d

Shopping

Nightline

Used Cars

New Europeans
Served

Conversation With Suchet

Star Trek: Next Gener

Roseanne

Rush L

News

Murphy B

Star Trek Next Gener

College Basketball Rhode Island at Providence

Eve ol Destruction

Arsenic Hall

EastEnders

12:30

Arsenio Hall

CBS News

JMr Cooper

Adnenne Clarhson

12:00

Newhart

News

€D

TMC

9:30

Movie "A Killer Among Friends

| Studs

Sport scentef

| Movie "Subspecies

Heat
Star Search
Ski World

Speed
[Movie:

Cyborg

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
O

News

o

CBC News

CD
CD
SI

6:30

7:00
CBS News

7:30

H:00

8:30

You Bet-Life In the Heat of the Night

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

48 Hours

News

Newhart

Arsenio Hall
Movie:

Neon Rider

Nature of Things

CBC Prime Time News

Erntfie

CODCO

Donkey

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

In the Heat of the Night

Hat Squad

48 Hours

News

Dangerous Curves

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Affair

Unsolved Mysteries

Seinfeld

Mad-You

Law t Order

News

Tonight Show

Family Feud

Wonder Y.

Home Imp

Coach

Civil Wars

Arsenio Hall

Star Search

ABC News

M-A-S'H

Teacher

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

ED
03

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Movie

Full House

Roseanne

Night Court

Billboard Music Awards

SD

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

m

9:30

9:00
Hat Squad

Married

JDoogie H

Shirley Temple

Oak Ridge Boys With Emmytou Harris m Concert

Anne of Green Gables: The Sequel

You Bet-Lite Billboard Music Awards

tSPN Skung Under Up Close

Sport scenter College Basketball Syracuse at Tennessee

TMC

Movie:

The Return of Ben Casey

Served

Deceived

Shopping

Nightline

Served

Used Cars

Amigos

Star Trek: Next Gener

Roseanne

RushL

Nens

Murphy B

Star Trek: Next Gener

Scanners in The Takeover

The Spy in Black

No Kiddie Without a Christmas

College Basketball Tulane at Memphis State

Movie

12:30

Studs

Heat
Slar Search

Sportscente'lwm VollcyDaM

Movie:

Air America

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00
O

News

o

CBC News

CD
CD

a>
eg

CD
CD
60

7:00

7:30

8:30

9:00

9:30

Yi ., Bet IV Top Cops

Street Stories

Material

Jubilee Yrs

10:00

10:30

Knots Landing

11:00

11:30

News

Newhart

12:00

12:30

Arsenio Hall

North of 60

CBC Prime Time News

Movie

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

Top Cops

Street Stones

Knots Landing

News

Silk Sfalkmgs

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cur Affair

Out All Night | Of. World

Cheers

LA Law

News

Tonight Show

Star Search

ABC News

M'A'S'H

Family Feud

In Itaiiano

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Movie: "Anne of Green Gables: The Sequel

Served

Wind at One s Fingertips

Full House

Roseanne

Night Court

Simpsons

Martin

In Color

Down Shore Star Trek Next Gener

Roseanne

RushL

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married...

You Bet-Life Simpsons

Martin

In Color

Down Shore News

Murphy B.

Star Trek: Next Gener

star search

Boxing: Ray Mercer vs. Jerry Halstead

Sport scenter

Superbouts

Movie: "Lost Angels'

Movie: "Valentma

TMC Movie

Up Close

Married

The Empire Strikes Back Cont'd

Wings

Best of Country: Countdown at the Neon Armadillo
Wild Am.

|Mystery'

CoidComlort

Pnmetime Live

[conversation With Suchet

Sport scenter College Basketball James Madison at LaSaiie
Movie: "Suburban Commando"

COME IN AND SEE OUR

SPECIALS
ON

CHRISTMAS
TUBE
TRIMMINGS
428 E. Wooster

Miscellany magazine needs:
1. Arr director
2. Photo editor
3. General interns
Call Nicole at 352-9656
for details.

Movie

Arsenio Halt

Mystery'
Served

The Lilac Bus
Shopping

Nightline

Used Cars

Conversation With Suchet

|studs

Heat

£3.fifi OFF !

Attention
journalism majors!

huiirrliuiiHr

353-1045

8:00

CBS News

News

ESPN Thbfeds

Ulir

6:30

I

any purchase of $5.°° or more
of used books with this coupon*

PAUPER'S BOOKS
206 N. Main
352-2163
OPEN: 10-6 Mon-Sat
* Limit: One coupon per customer per visit,
no other discounts apply

